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Brief

The objectives of this study were to (1) identify what behaviors

are performed. by rifle squad leaders when on the main line of resistance

and reconnaissance patrol and then to (2) determine the extent to which

these behavi're are indicative of good or poor infantry squad leaders as

reported by men of squad leader ranks as well as by men of ranks sub-

ordinate and supurior to that of squad leaders.

The research was carried out in 1953 by means of questionnaires

administered to a sample of combat veterans of the Korean War. Each

soldier rated the overall effectiveness of a squad leader with whom he

had served in combat and then indicated how frequently the rated squad

leader performed cortain behaviors appropriate to a patrol or MLR situ-

ation. The data were analyzed on the basis of the rank held by each of

the soldier's at the time of the questionnaire's administration.

This research has identified important gaps in the leadership doc-

trine currently described in Army field manuals. More specifically,

these manuals do not adequately deal with certain leadership problems

wnich the squad leader is likely to encounter in combat.

I. Soldiers in a rifle platoon do not always agree on what kinds
of behavior distinguish the good from the poor squad leader in
combat.

A. Some behaviors are considered by men of all ranks to be
characteristic of good squad leaderd.,

B. Frequently, the soldiers in a squad do not agree with squad
leaders or with soldiers in the platoon headquarters as to

what behaviors characterize the good squad leader. This

soldiers in the squad of the demands of the tactical mission
and thi problems besetting their squad leader or, a lack of
appreciation on the part of squad leaders and platoon head-
quarters personnel of the needs and problems of the men in
the squads. F



C. Frequently, squad leaders do not agree with the soldiers in
their squad or with soldiers in the platoon headquarters as
to what behaviors characterize the good squad leader. This
can be viewed as a lack of appreciation on the part of the
soldiers in the squad or soldiers in the platoon headquarters
of the many problems besetting the squad leader or, a lack
of appreciation on the part of the squad leader of the needs
and problems of those above and below him in the platoon, or
of the demands of the tactical mission.

D. ?requently, soldiers in the platoon headquarters do not
agree with soldiers in a squad or with squad leaders as to
what behaviors characterize the good squad leader. This
can be viewed as a lack of appreciation on the part ofsoldiers in the squad or the squad leader of the demands of

the tactical mission or of the needs and problems of platoon
headquarters personnel; or a lack of appreciation on the
part of platoon headquarters personnel of the needs and
problems of squad leaders or the men in the squads.

II. Soldiers in a rifle platoon expect different things of the squad
leader when on patrol than wl.en on the LR-tbat is, in a stress
and non-stress situation.

III. Compared to those above and below them, squad leaders frequently
have difficulty defining what a squad leader should dc, par-
ticularly when on patrol--a stressful situation.

IV. Squad leaders must adjust both to those above and below them in
the platoon if they are to perform effectively.

These points are discussed in detail in the body of this report and

the possible implications of these findings to the Army are indicated

on pages 93 to 103.
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PREFACE

One of the prime objectives of Human Resources Research Unit #2 has

been to concern itself with the Army's NOO training program* Officers

and non-commissioned officers alike have indicated that thia training

should incorporate expe. .nces gained in the Korean War. In 1952-53

many veterans of the Korean War were either passing through or stationed

at Ft. Ord, California. This research was initiated in ordey '-' tap the

valuable combat experience possessed by these Korean War veterapq. The

research project was approved by OCAFF and G-1 Department of the Army,

26 November 1952o
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A COIWAUISON OF THE COMBAT FERFOPJANCE; OF GOOD AND POOR INFANTRY S UAD LEADERS

STATE'RiT OF FROBLEM

This paper presents an analysis of the leadership techniques utilized

by good and poor infantry squad leaders in a stress and non-stress situ-

ation. Specifically, tnis paper reports (1) the frequency with which

various leadership techniques are employed by squad leaders when on

patrol and when on the MLR and (2) the extent to which these behaviors

are identified as indicative of good or poor squad leader by men of squad

leader ranks as well as by men of ranks subordinate and superior to that

of squad leaders.

PROCEDURE

In the fall of 1952 intensive exploratory interviews were conducted

with combat infantry veterans of the Korean War., These interviews con-

firmed previously held hunches that combat could be divided into a

number of specific situations differing in the amount and kinds of

physical and psychological stress present. It was hypothesized that the

leadership technicues employed by squad leaders would differ with the

combat situation and that, moreover, a soldier's attitudes towards these

leadersyip techniques would not only depend upon the specific combat

situation in which that technique is employed, but also depend upon his

rank. For the most part, Army field manuals dealing with leadership,

e.g. FM 22-10 and FM 22-100, have not fully dealt with these hypothesized

situational and rank differences in their exposition of leadership

principles.
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Questionnaires dealing with two combat situations were prepared--one

dealing with squad leadership techniques while on a patrol and the second

dealing' with squad leadership techniques while on the MIR. These two

situations were selected because (1) they characterized the combat situ-

ation prevailing in the latter stages of the Korean War and consequently,

were situations with wlich many returning veterans would be familiar; and

(2) there were marked differences in the amount of physical and psycho-

logical stress present. The patrol situation is perhaps second only to

the fire fight situation in the amount of physical and psychological stress

that is imposed on the infantry soldier. On the other hand, the MLR situ-

atior is relatively non-stressful. This was true (at least f some parts

of the LR) of the period of time when the soldiers completing the ques-

tionnaires were in Korea, the spring and summer of 1953.

In the summer and fall of 1953 questionnaires dealing with the

patrol and MLR situation were administered to a sample of recently re-

turned combat infantry veterans of the Korean War. These veterans were

contacted as they were processed at or while being stationed at Ft. Ord,

California. Approximately 280 of these veterans completed each of the

qiastionnaires, and approximately 80% of the veterans completed both

questionnaires,

ach infantryman was first asked to rate the overall effectiveness

of a squad leader with whom he served for at least one month in Korea.

This rating was made on the following five point scale: "way above

average," "a little above average," "about average," "a little below

average," and "way below average." 7or purposes of analysis the rated

2
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squad lcaders 'Are divided into two groups. Apprcximately half of the

rated squad leaders had been rated "way above average," or "a little

above averege." These leaders have been designated &qod leaders. Lead-

ers rated as being "about averase," "a little below average," or "way

below average," have been designated poor squad leaders. (Three-fourths

of these poor leaders had actually been rated as being "about average."

Thus, this study may be a comparison of the combat performance of above

&verage and average infantry squad leaders. Since there is a well known

tendency for meai to be rated somewhat higher than they should be, it

seems probable that many of the "about average" squad leaders were actually

fairly poor. For ease of presentation, the leaders are referred to as

good and poor respectively.)

After rating the squad leader, each infantryman was asked to indicate

how often this same squad leader performed each of a number of behaviors

wile in a patrol and/or MLR situation.1 Frequency of performance was

indicated on the following five point scale: "always," "usually," "about

half the time." "seldom," and "never." For purposes of analysis, frequency

of performance of the various behaviors was also divided into two groups.

The cutting point again was the point which divided the .ated squad

leaders into two groups of approximately equal size, i.e. the median.

The findings presented in this report are based on the relation be-

tween a squad leader's rating (good and poor) and the frequency with

1 These behaviors were identified earlier as a result of interviews

VAA J UL%~ bt' V..Ut±.A.h3 VU IJWJ su,~a±LL" n .&cLj... u.L C; UU'

havior is "gave his orders in a firm confident manner."
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which this same squad leader was reported to lave performed the various

leadership behaviors (above or below the median). When the relation is

such that it is unlikely to have occured by chance, the particular be-

havior is described as being characteristic or typical of one kind of

squad leader and not the other, e.g. typical of the good but not the por

souad leader. Pollowing this, desirable behaviors are those which were

typical or characteristic of good leaders. Similarly, undesirable be-

haviors are those which were typical or characteristic of poor leaders.

It should be noted that while the infantrymen were asked to indicate

what behaviors the rated squad leader actually performed, some infantry-

men probably indicated what behaviors the rated squad leader should have

performed. It is likely that trese "ideal expectations" reflect the

soldierb social and psychological needs as well as whatever leadership

training he had received in the Army via NCO school or OCS.

Since the infantrymen were contacted as individuals rather than as

members of organized units, it is doubtful that any squad leader is

reported on more than once. This cannot be ascertained, however, be-

cause the soldiers were not requested to indicate the name or organ-

ization of the squad leader they chose to describe. Such a procedure

was followed in order to obtain an unbiased evaluation of a squad leader's

effectiveness and an accurate report of his actual behavior.

The data w" analyzed on the basis of rank held by each of the com-

bat veterans at the time they answered the questionnaires. Three rank

categories were formed and the men used in the study were assigned tn

44
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one of three rank groups: subordinates-consisting of approximately 85

soldiers holding the rank of private or private first class; squad

leaders-consisting of approximately 120 soldiers holding the rank of

corporal )r sergeant; and superiors-consisting of approximately 70

soldiers holding the rank of sergeant first class throuth captain. This

breakdown permitted a study of the relationship between a soldier's

position (rank) in the military organization and his evaluation of squad

leader behavior. It should be pointed out that in the early part of 1953

very few squad leaders in line infantry units held a rank higher than

that of sergeant.
2

On the basis of content, each of the behaviors were assigned to one

of five activity areas: control activities--concerned with ways a squad

leader exercises control over his men; intermediary activities-concerned

with how a squad leader acts as ax, intermediary between his subordinates

and his superiors; interpersonal activities-concerned with informal

relationships existing between a squad leader and his men; maintenance

activities-concerned with keeping the squad in a state of combat

readiness; and tactical activities--directly concerned with carrying out

the squad's mission against the enemy or maintaining security.

2All soldiers were asked to indicate the particular job they held

for the longest time while in Korea. Approximately three-fourths of the
men of subordinate and superior rank held Jobs appropriate to their rank.
One-third of the men of squad leader rank reported that the job they held
for the lopgest time had been squad leader or assistant squad leader. It
is likely however, that others of squad leader rank held the job of squad
leader or eP1aitant souad leader for a skorter period.



The particular behaviors in each activity area which were employed

by the squad leaders, and the extent to which these behaviors were viewed

as desirable by the three groups of soldiers-subordinates, squad leaders,

and superiors-will be discussed in the following section entitled RESULTS.

Ij
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DEFINITION 0 T R .S US-D I.,T T.(T

The material presented in this report is based on an analysis of

statistical data. For ease of presentation and in order to increase the

readability of this report the findings have been presented in lay terms.

Since these lay terms are based upon precise statistical relationships,

the exact meaning given these terms in this report are outlined below.

SUBORDINATS, SQUAD L&ADERS, AND SUTERIORS:

We have called soldiers SUBORDINATZS when they held the rank of

private or private first class. We have called soldiers SQUAD LEADERS

when they held the rank of corporal cr sergeant. We have called soldiers

SUPERIORS when they held the rank of sergeant first class through captain.

Ranks were those held at the time the soldier completed the questionnaires.

GOOD or POOR squad leaders:

We have called a squad leader GOOD if the soldier rated him as being

"a little above average," or "way above average." We have called a

squad leader POOR if the soldier rated him as being "about average," "a

little below average," or "way below average."

MErjUYTLY performed a behavior:

We have used the term FEQUENTLY when the soldiers reported that

the squad leader they raced "usually" or "always" performed a behavior.

TYPICAL, CHARACTERISTIC, or THE MARK of a good (or poor) squad leader:

We have considered a behavior as TYPICAL, CHARACT: RISTIC, or THE

MARK of one kind of squad leader (good or poor) when the soldiers

indicated that it was more frequently performed b, one kind of leader
57



than another, for example, more frequently performed by good squad leaders

than by poor squad leaders. In these cases the difference in frequency

of performance between good and poor squad leaders i2 of a magnitude that

it is unlikely to have occured by chauze. (Significant at the .10 level

of confidence or better).

D SIRAbL, AFPROVFD, DUMIRAMBL, CRITICAL, DISAPPROVED:

We have referred to a behavior as DESIRABLE (or UIDESIRABLE) when-

We have said that soldiers APPROVE (or DISAF'ROVE or are CRITICAL)

of a behavior whenr-

the soldiers indicated that the behavior was more frequently performed by

good (or poor) squad leaders than by poor (or good) squad leaders. In

these cases the differences in frequency of performance between good and

poor squad leaders is of a magnitude that it is unlikely to nave occured

by chance. (Significant at the .10 level of confidence or better).

GREAT INTEMRST, GREAT COTC1YR, S iTSITIV;:

We have said that soldiers show GThVAT INTEREST, GRAT CONCR1T, or

are Sil-SITIVZ towards a behavior when they have indicated that the be-

havior was more frequently performed by one kind of (good or poor)

leader than another. In these cases the differences in frequency of per-

formance between good and poor squad leaders is of a magnitude that it is

uglikely to have occured by chance. (Significant at the .10 level of

confidence or better).

LITTL, PITEREST, LITTLE CONCERN, UVCONCeRN, IUTDIPFMR1Cr, bC!.-RTAIITY,

UIMCRITICA1, AS TRUE, 4QUALLY TRUE:

We have said that coldicrs show LITTLE I1TTEREST, LITTLE COCER1N,

8



tWVCOF~C RN, INDI FTFR3NC,; or UJNCERTAINTY towards the perfoimance of a

behavior when--

We have said that soldiers are UITORITICAL of the performance of a

behavior when-

We have said that soldiers consider the behavior AS TRUE of good as

it was of poor leaders, or ]EUALLY TRUE of good and poor leaders

when-

the soldiers report that there was little difference in the frequency

with which good and poor squad leaders performed a behavior. In these

cases the differences in frequency of performance between good and poor

squad leaders might well have occured by chance.



RESULTS

The results are presented in turn for each of the five activity

areas. The behaviors within each of these five areas have been arranged

into a number of logical sub-areas. Tables summarizing the findings in

each activity area are included at the end of the textual discussion of

that area.

Control Activities Area

Probably the most important funct ion of the squad leader in any

situation is exercising control over his subordinates. The behaviors

making up the control activities area have been divided into four sub-

areas for purposes of analysis: manner of giving orderi; manner of

implementing orders; del-gation of responsibility; and maintenance of

prestige. (A table summarizing the findings in this area is fon pages 17-18.)

Manner of Giving Orders.-The precise manner in which a squad leader

gives orders to his subordinates wav found to be related to how highly

he was evaluated. In both the patrol and MLR situations, approximately

eighty-five per cent of the men reported that their squad leader

frequently gave his orders ii a firm confident manner and also made sure

that his orders 'qere clearly ,onderstood by his men. All three rank

groups-subordinate, squad leaders, and superiors--agreed that tbcoe be-

haviors are typical of good squad leaders,

Approximately three-fourth. of the squad leaders when on the MIR

were reported as frequently directing their orders to specific people

i0



rather than to their ven as a whole. In the eyes of all soldiers good

and poor leaders were about equally likely to direct their orders to

specific people, though to some extent subordinates were more inclined to

view this as a desirable practice than were men in the other two rank

groups.

While people vsually associate threats and swearing with Army non-

commissioned officers, evidence available in this study indicates that,

both when on patrol and the MLR, such behavior is not the rule. Only

about fifteen per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently

accompanying their orders with threats or swearing. Squad leaders, and

particularly subordinates disapproved of threats in the relatively secure

MLR situation. Superiors indicated t:tat it was as true of Food as it was

of poor leaders when on the MIJR. The three rank groups showed little

coacern with th eats when on patrol. Concern with survival in that stress-

ful situation may well account for this apparent indifference to threats.

Soldiers are apparently less critical of avearing than they are cf

threats. All soldiers agreed that, both when on patrol and when on the

lvILR, swearing was about as characteristic of good as it was of poor sqad

leaders.

Manner of Implementing Orders.--Subsequent to the giving of an

order, it is necessary for the squad leader to ensure that the order is

promptly and properly carried out. Approximately eighty per cent of the

squad leaders, both when on patrol end the HLR, were reported, as

frequently making some attempt to secure the effective implementation of

their order. The varioue attempts to ensure the implementations of orders

II
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however, were viewed differently by the three groups of infantrymen in-

volved in this study. All soldiers, and particularly soldiers of sub-

ordinate rank, indicated that a squad leader should make sure that his

orders are promptly and properly carried out when on patrol. There is

a striking difference in attitudes towards manner of implementing orders

wi.en on the MLR however. When or, the MLR soldiers of subordinate rank

are relatively unconcerned with the extent to which a squad leader checks

on the ioplementation of his orders or fails to supervise his men when

carrying out his orders. Squad leaders and superiors, on the other hand,

show great concern with these two forms of order implementation. The

reverse is true v:ith reference to "riding" of men when they work. Here

subordinates show the most critical attitudes while squad leaders and

superiors s'nw relatively little concern, that is, they attribute it as

often to gooo. as to poor squad leaders. The great emphasis shown by

superiors towards supervision of men is also shown by the fact that they,

in particular, approved of squad leaders who pay close attention to "8

balls" on work details. A more detailed discussion of these situational

differences in attitudes towards supervision is found in a later section

of this report.

In the course of making certain that orders are carried out, the

squad leader has many opportunities to indicate to his men the calibre of

their performance. Approximately seventy per cent of the squad leaders

were reported as frequently telling their men when they performed poorly

and also telling them when they performed well. This was true both when

12



on the IR and when on patrol. Men of subordinate ranks reported that

such behaviors were characteristic of good leaders both when on patrol

and the IJR. Superiors made such an evaluation only on the iMR. Men of

squad leader rank indicated that ;ood and poor leaders used these

techniques equally often in both situations. Subordinates and superiors

indicated somewhat greater concern with "knowing how one stands," in the

patrol than in the MLR situation.

Personnel management principles frequently indicate that when

criticism is leveled 3t subordinates, this criticism should be given

privately in order to protect the integ-rity of the oifender in the eyes

of his fellows. A statement concerned with private criticism was included

only on the MLR questionnaire. Approximately half of the squad leaders

were reported as frequently giving their criticism of subordinates in

private. Oddly, only soldiers of squad leader and superior ranks clearly

indicated that such behavior was more characteristic of gcod than of

poor leaders. An inspection of other data, (see Supplement, TABLE VI)

revealed that soldiers of aubordinate ranks reported criticism being

given privately less frequently than did soldiers of squad leader or sup-

erior rank. Inasmuch as soldiers of subordinate ranks would have the

greatest opportunity to detect such behavior their observations are

particularly worthy of note. Apparently criticism in private occurs less

frequently than either squad leaders or superiors realize.

Delegation of Responsibility.-Orders can originate from the squad

leadex aliu, or £rom the squad leader after consulzation with his men.

It may be assumed that tho acceptance of orders will be increased when
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the men in a squad are consulted in the decision making process. Both

when on the MLJR and when on patrol, approximately half of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently openly seeking their men's advice

while a much larger number of squad leaders (approximately seventy-five

per cent) were reported as frequently following their men's advice when

it was considered good. These findings show that squad leaders are more

likely to let subordinate's opinions influence their decisions than they

are to openly seek assistance from them. Attitudes towards the seeking

and following of subordinates suggestions hovever, differed with the

soldiers' rank as well as with the situation in which the exchange takes

place. While this rank anO situational difference is discussed in more

detail in a later section, a few observations can be made at this point.

All soldiers indicated moderate approval of leaders who seek advice from

subordinates when on the MLR. Subordinates clearly approved this same

behavior when on patrol also, while squad leaders and superiors indicated

that, when on patrol, both good and poor squad leaders were about equally

likely to seek their men's advice. Both when on patrol and when on the

IELR, subordinates feel that a squad leader should follow their men's

good advice. Squad leaders felt that good and poor leaders were about

equally likely to follow their men ts advice in both situations. Sup-

eriors however indicated that the following of good advice was the mark

of a good squad leader when on patrol, but about as true of poor as it

was of good leaders when on the MLR.

Anroximptely seventy Ter cent of the squad leaders were reported

as freqaently giving their men wide discretion in the implementation of

14
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orders when on patrol. Only squad leaders and superiors approved such

behavior. The apparent indifference of subordinates to greater freedom

vhen on patrol is consistent with their earlier high approval of close

supervision by leaders when on patrol, as well as their desire to know

exactly how well they are performing when on patrol. This interesting

finding is discussed in more detail in a lnter section.

Maintenance of Prestige.-The role of the leader has traditionally

brought with it certain elements of prestige. Whether the maintenance

of thiL prestige has resulted in greater or lesser acceptance of the

leader by his subordinates can, to some extent, be answered by the data

available here.

In addition to delegation of decision making authority (discussed

in the previous section) three other items were concerned with the prestige

factor. These three items appeared both in the patrol and MLR situation--

they dealt with the admission of error; explaining the "why"1 of an order;

and the acceptance of "back-talk."

Approximately three-fourths of the leaders were reported as frequently

admitting, when they were wrong and, whenever possible, explaining the

"why" of an order. Admission of error was approved by all soldiers in

both situations. Not so their attitudes towards the explaining of "why."

While subordinates approved the explaining of "why" in both the patrol

and MLR situations, squad leaders and suleriors approved this behavior

only when on patrol, They indicated that it was about as true of poor

as it was o: good squad leaders when on thA )MT.

15



Less than ten per cent of the leaders were reported as frequently

taking back-talk from their mer., either in the patrol or VLR situation.

The soldiers most critical of this action were of superior an', to a lesser

extent, squad leader, ranks.
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TABLE I--COhTROL BM-AVIORS IREFOTED BY SOLDILRS OF DIFFR,,MENT RATKS TO
B -- THE MARK OF A GOOD SQUAD LADER ON PATROL AND ON TH6 MLR

IT M NO. ON PATROL ON TKE MLR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LEADE Pvt Cpl Sfc Pvt Cpl Sfc
T RO. MLR IS OE '-i1O Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

15 69 gives orders in a firm
confident manner* X** X X X Y X

55 50 makes sure that his crders
are clearly understood X X X X X Y

92 directs his orders to
specific people ---- *--- Z

36 85 does not threaten his men X Y
43 29 does not swear at his men

28 20 checks to see that his
orders are promptly and
properly carried out X X Y X X

77 supervises his men ---- Y X
16 pays close attention to "8

balls" X
9 does not "ride" his men ------- Z

32 97 coApliments his men when
they do well and chews
them out when they do
poorly X Y Z

38 criticizes his men in
private X Y

* Behavior wordings have been paraphrased for ease of presentation with
behaviors worded negatively in the original questionnaire reworded
positively here. See Supplement to this Technical Report for original
wording.

•* The symbols X, Y, and Z indicate the attitudes of the three soldier
groups towards the listed behaviors.
X indicates that the behavior was very clearly considered the mark

of a GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .01 or .001 level of
confidence.)

Y indicates that the behavior was clearly considered the mark of a
GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .05 level of confidence.)

Z indicates that the be avior tends to be considered the mark of a
GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .10 level of confidence.)

•** Behavior not included in that situation.
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TABLE I concluded

ITIEM NO. ON PATROL ON THM MLR
PA- A GOOD SQUAD LFEADER Pvt Cpl Sfc Pvt Cpl Sfc

TROL MLR IS ONE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

26 70 asks subirdinatee for sug-
gestions X Z Z

5 47 acts upon good stuggestions
offered by subordinates X X Z

38 gives his men leeway in
carrying out orders X X

11 81 explains, whenever possible,
the "why" of an order X Y Y X

20 61 admits when he is wrong X Y Y X X X

57 64 does not let his men talk
back to him Z X Y X

If
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Intermediary Activities Area

When acting as an intermediary between the men in his squad and

platoon headquarters, the squad leader performs one of his most important

functions. It is also a trying duty since the demands of his superiors

and subordinates are not always the same. The behaviors making up the

intermediary activities area have been divided into four sub-areas:

questioning of superior's orders; respect for superiors; defense of sub-

ordinates; and securing non-tactical information. (A table summarizing

the findings in this area is on pages 26-27.)

Questioning of Superior's Orders.-One aspect of acting as an inter-

mediary involves the passing along of orders from superiors to subordinates.

In passing along auch orders, difficulties can arise on one of two scores;

the squad leader can view the orders an unclear; or he can consider the

orders unreasonable or impossible to implement. A leader's evaluation of

nis superiors orders receives no mention in current Army leadership

doctrine.

Nearly ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported to have

frequently questioned orders from superiors which they felt were unclear,

and this was true both when on patrol and when on the MLR. Regardless

of rank, all soldiers agreed that good leaders were more inclined to

question unclear orders than were poor leaders.

A smaller number of squad leaders (approximately 80 per cent) were

reported to have frequently questioned orders from superiors which they

felt were unreasonable, and this was true both when on patrol and when

on the MLR, Men of subordinate ranks considered this practice the mark

19
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of a good squad leader both when on patrol and when on the MLR. Soldiero

of squad leader rank indicated that good and poor squad leaders were

about equally likely to question unreasonable orders both when on patrol

and when on the MLR, Superiors approved the practice when on patrol,

but felt it was equally true of good and poor leaders when on the MLR.

The attitudes of squad leaders probably reflects their greater familiarity

with the difficulties involved in questioning "unreasonable" orders.

Such questioning may well be viewed as a challenge of the wibdom of the

superior originating the orders. Superiors are probably reluctant to

admit that "unreasonable" orders are given, and in the face of such

resistance, the squad leader may have little choice other than informally

ignoring or modifying the order. Superiors greater willingness to accept

questioning of unreasonable orders when on patrol than when on the MLR

probably reflects the crucial nature of good orders in a stress situation.

This is discussed in more detail in a later section of this report.

Respect for Superiors.--When acting as a lirzk in the chain of com-

mand, the squad leader may or may not respect the integrity of his

superiors. B5 respecting their position, the squad leader tends to ful-

fill his role in the military structure, though this may be at the

expense of losing the loyalty of his men. Pis disrespect for superiors

can be demonstrated by publicly criticising superiors or griping about

orders.

Approximately fifteen per cent of the squad leaders were reported

as frequently publicly criticizing their superiors aad a smaller number

of squad leaders (ten per cent) were rupui ted aG equently whining and
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griping when receiving orders from superiors. These two patterns were

evident both when on patrol and when on the MLR.

In the opinions of all soldiers, good and poor leaders were about

equally likely to criticize their superiors when on patrol. Subordinates

and squad leaders indicated the same thing when on the MLR, but superiors

were highly critical of this behavior when on the MLR. A squad leaders

whining and griping when receiving orders was clearly disapproved by sub-

ordinates and superiors both when on patrol and when on the MLR. Men of

squad leader ranks attributed this practice as often to good as to poor

leaders in both situations. This probably reflects the awkward inter-

mediary position of the squad leader. Certainly retaining the position

of squad leader is contingent upon acceptance by superiors. Such accept-

ance would be jeopardized by public criticism of supericrs or by repeated

whining and griping when receiving orders.

Respect for superiors is also indicated by the extent to which squad

leaders identify witn orders of superiors when passing these orders

along to subordinates. If a squad leader does not pass down a superior's

orders as if it were his own, then he places the responsibility for the

order directly upon the platoon sergeant or platoon leader. Approximately

sixty-five per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently

identifying with their superiorts orders, and this was as true when on

patrol as when on the MLR. While men of subordinate ranks clearly con-

sidered this a desirable practice when on patrol, squad leaders and

svnprelv felt that good and poor leaders were equally likely to identify

with superiors orders in that situation. Po rank group reported that
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good and poor leaders differed appreciably in the frequency with which

squad leaders identified with superior's orders when on the MLR. Since

subordinates indicated that, when on patrol, a good leader gave direct

orders, permitted no leeway in the execution of orders, and closely

checked on the carrying out of orders (see previous section) it is likely

that when subordinates are under pressure, they feel a need for more

direct commands and orders. This finding is discussed in more detail in

a later section of this report.

Defense of Subordinates.-The remaining behaviors in the intermediary

activities area are appropriate only to the 14LR situation. The analysis

which follows is this confined to the MLR situation.

The squad loader can also be viewed as a spokesman for his sub-

ordinates in their dealings with the platoon headquarters. As such, his

job would involve protecting and furthering the interests of his men.

Approximately seventy-eight per cent of the squad leaders were reported

as frequently looking-out for their men with reference to the various

details for which men are assigned. Desirable behavior in this area

consisted of objecting when he felt ti'at his squad was being asked to

provide more than its share of men for the various details. As is to be

expected, the higher a soldier's rank, the less critical he was of squad

leaders who failed to object to discrimination in this area.

In order to function effectively, it is necessary that the men in a

squad possess a certain minimum of food, clothing, equipment and materials

for cleaning weapons. Due to the conditions of combat, it frequently

occurs that men do not possess an edequate supply of such necessities.
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To some extent, squad leaders are able to exert pressure upon platoon

headquarters to secure such items which are short, and such action

requires that the squad leader speaks-up to his superiors. Approximately

ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently trying

to get their men such things as clothing, equipment, food, and cleaning

materials, While all soldiers tended to agroe that a squad leader's

concern for securing food and cleaning material is important, it was

evident that the higher a soldier's rank, the less critical he was of

squad leaders who did not try to secure needed itet.s. This may indicate

a greater awareness by men of squad leader and superior ranks of the

logistical problems encountered when on the line.

While soldiers of subordinate ranks approved of squad leaders who

protected their interests with reference to the strictly military areas

of food, clothing, equipment and cleaning materials they gave additional

praise to those squad leaders who protected their interests in the

relatively fringe areas of PX rations and recreational activities.

Approximately three-fourths of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently looking-out for their men's interests with reference to

recreational opportunities and approximately ninety per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as doing the same with reference to PX rations.

In the eyes of soldiers of subordinate and squad leader ranks, good squad

leaders were far more likely than poor squad leaders to try to get PX

ator d t object w tvhey felt their squad was beina

descriminated against when it came to amusement and recreation. Soldiere

of superior ranks tended to associate such behavior equally with both

good and poor squad leaders.
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Decorations and promotions are two additional areas in which a squad

leader can look out for the interests of his men. Approximately two-

thirds of the squad leaders were reported as frequently trying to secure

decorations for those men in their squad who they believed deserved them,

and over three-fourths of the squad leaders were reported as frequently

trying to get more rank for their men. All of the men agreed that such

practices were desirable inasmuch as they were more characteristic of

good than they were of poor leaders. Soldiers of squad leader ranks

were the ones most hesitant to evaluate squad leaders in terms of their

concern with promotions. This, perhaps, reflects the TO&E restrictions

which effectively limit a squad leader's efforts in this area. Soldiers

of superior ranks were the ones most reluctant to evaluate squad leaders

in terms of their concern with decorations.

Securing Non-Tactical Information.-The squad leader can also act

as a channel of communication between superiors and subordinates. To a

considerable extent, information influencing the future of the men in the

squad is in the hands of persons at the platoon headquarters. It is

reasonable to expect tha.t the rank and file would be vitally interested

in such information, and the effective squad leader would thus be one

who makes serious efforts to secure such information and pass it along

to subordinptes. Approximately eighty per cent of the squad leaders

were reported as frequently inquiring from superiors as to when their

men were expected to go out on special details, out-posts, guard, what

the ruLu.e p rs of IhC ,ni+ . nr1 q to when men might expect

opportunities for amusement and recreatiou. Squad leaders who showed
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such concern, particularly with the two semi-tactical areas, were rated

as good by all of the soldiers concernd. Only soldiers of subordinate

ra.%ks, however, clearly considered inquirea as t%. future recreational

opportunities to be the mark of a good aquad leader. Squad leaders and

superiors identified this practice as often with poor as with good squad

leaders.
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TABLIS II-INTERM IARY BEHAVIORS REPORTED BY SOLDIERS OF DIFFM:2JT
RANKS TO BE THE MARK OF A GOOD SQUAD L ADEtR ON PATROL AND
ON THE MLR

I T'M NO. ON PATROL ON TEf AJR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LEADER Pvt Opi SfC Pvt Cpl Sfc
TROL MLR IS ONE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

23 26 questions unclear orders* X** X X X X X
40 98 questions unreasonable

orders X Y X

6 99 does not publicly criticize
his superiors X

34 114 does not whine or gripe
when receiving orders X X Z X

17 87 identifies with his sup-
erior's orders Y

25 objects when his men are
put on too many details *- * X Y

27 tries to get food for his
men X X Y

34 tries to get clean clothing
for his men --------- X Y

100 tries to get weapon clean-
ing material for his men- --------- X Y X

58 tries to get clothing and
equipment for his men -- X X

* Behavior wordings have been paraphrased for ease of presentation
with behaviors worded negatively in the original questionnaire re-
worded positively here. See Supplement to this Technical Report for
original wording.

** The symbols X, Y, and Z indicate the attitudes of the three soldier
groups towards the listed behaviors.
X indicates that the behavior was very clearly considered the mark

of a GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the..Ol or .001 level of
confidence.)

Y indicates that the behavior was clearly considered the mark of a
GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .05 level of confidence.)

Z indicates that the behavior tends to be considered the mark of a
GOOD souad leader. (Significant at the .10 level of confidence.)

**' Behavior not included in that situation.
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TABLE II concluded

ITEM NO. ON FATOL OF THE MLR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LMADI Pvt Cpl Sfc Pvt Opl Sfc
TROL MLR IS ONE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

11 tries to get PX rations for
his men X X

44 objects when his men have
too few recreational
opportunities ---- X X

22 recommends decorations for
deserving men X X X

2 recommends promotions for
deserving men X X Y

84 inquires about future work
details and guard duty X X X

89 inquires about his units
future plans X X X

42 inquires about future re-
creational opportunities ---------- Z
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Interpersonal Relations Activity Area

A considerable portion of a leader's relations with his men are

relaxed and informal and reflect the fac that they both are fellow

human beings rather than soldiers differing in their position in the

military structure. The nature of a sc.uad leader's behavior towards his

men in these informal situations may we'll influence how he is evaluated

by his men, and consequently, how well the squad performs. Obviously,

opportunities for informal social relations are relatively few when on

patrol, and relatively many when on the MLR. Unless stated to the

contrary, the behaviors in the interpersonal relations area apply to the

MLR situation. For purposes of analysis, the behaviors in this area have

been divided into four sub-areas: rank consciousness; favoritism; morale

of men; a-d handling of new men. (A table summarizing the findings in

this area is found on pages 41-42.)

Rank Consciousness.-The squal leader invariably holds a position,

if not a rank, superior to that of his men. This higher position brings

with it certain privileges which are, to varying degrees, recognized and

accepted by the rank and file as the prerogatives of leadersbip. On the

other heud, it has frequently been noted that certain leaders abuse these

privilges, or take other unwarranted privileges. Four items on the MLR

questionnaire concerned themselves with the privileges of rank.

One of the most important tasks imposed upon a squad while on the

MLR is the posting of guards. At times, during the 100% alert periods,

every member of the squad is expected to be a u.ll..e an---d raCny for du.,,.

At the same time, infantry squads on the UIR are frequently shorthanded,
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and the remaining men are usually lacking adequate sleep. In such

instances, guard duty becomes a particularly odious burden. Although

the squad leader is not ordinarily expected to pull guard, some squad

leaders, in order to give their men additional rest, have chosen to go

on guard when their squad was shorthanded. Arproxiz.tely eighty-three

per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently going on guard

when their squad was shorthanded. While infantrymen of all ranks tended

to alprove this practice, soldiers of subordinate, and to a lesser extent,

soldiers of squad leader ranks particularly identified this behavior as

the mark of a 6ood squad leader. Superiors indicated this behavior was

about as true of poor as it was of good squad leaders.

A less important, but still necessary, task placed upon squads on

the MLR is that of furnishing men for various details which arise, such

as going for rations, fuel, cleaning trenches, or building bunkers.

Technically, the squad leader's job is to supervise his men as they work

on these detailp. On the other hand, the squad leader, for various

reasons may select to pitch-in, to work alongside his men. This decision

may be due to the fact that the squad is shorthanded, or that the squad

leader wishes to show his identity with his men by helping them. About

fifteen per cent of tho squad leaders were reported as frequently refus-

ing to help their men when they worked on details, that is, these squad

leaders rreferred to retain the privileges which traditionally accrue

to the leader. Soldiers of subordinate ranks were critical of squad

leaders who refused to help their men on detail. On the other hand,

soldiers of squad leader and superior _anks attributed this practice as
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often to good as tc poor squad leaders. They may well fee. that the leader

has earned h~s position, and has little responsibility for working along-

side his men.

The squad leader can also show Lreat concern for the maintenance of

his own prestige during periods when he is not directly involved in

furthering the squad's tacticnl mission. FPor example, how does the

squad leader spend his arare time? Sixteen per cent of the squad

leaders were reported to have frequently spent their spere time with

others of similar rank or position rather than with the men in their

squad. Interestingly, it was subjects of squad leader ranks who were

most inclined to attribute such behavior to poor squad leaders. Soldiers

of subordinate and superior ranks attributed this practice as often to

poor as to good squad leaders. They may accept this practice because

they feel t1at the squad leader, as well as any other individual, has

the right to select and associate with people of his own choosing. The

fact that such associates are primarily others of like position or rank

may not be a deterrent to such an evaluation. In fact it may strengthen

it inasmuch as men of subordinate and superior ranks may feel that such

selective associations are the privileges of rank, help maintain the

prestigi of the leader, and even contribute to his effectiveness as

leader through the exchange of relevant knowledge and skills. It is

apparent also that such selective associations do not mnateriallir harm

subordinates.

Squad leaders may spend their spare time withdrawn from their own

men as well as withdrawn from other squad leaders. Such behavior would
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seem to indicate an anti-social personality or perhaps a leader who would

prefer not to mingle with the men in his squad becauso of differences in

their respective positions in the military hierarcny. Only six pbr .ent

of the leaders were reported as frequently staying off by themselves.

Soldiers of subordinate and superior ranks were critical of such behavior,

both tending to attribute it to poor squad leaders. Soldiers of squad

leader rank however, tended to attribute "staying off by themselves,"

equally to good and poor squad leaders. Their uncritical attitude to-

wards this behavior probably reflects their awareness of a leader's

need to withdraw from the group at times to rest from and reflect upon

the responsibilities of the job.

Favoritism.-In dealing witn his men, it is important that the squad

leader show imprtiality. One of the most severe criticisms leveled

against squad leaders is the tendency for some of them to show favoritism,

or to discriminate when dealing wit,- their men. Such behavior frequently

has led to dissension in the squad, and consequently, a lessening of its

combat effectiveness.

Favoritism wnen on patrol may be indicated when a squad leader does

not make sure that the responsibility for carrying heavy weapons and

equipment is rotated among the various mc:., ,-',Aure to insure the

rotation of suc heavy items however, may simply indicate lack of

appreciation of the difficulty of transporting such weapons. Approximately

eighty per cent of the squad leaders were reported to have frequently

ro-Ated men on the heavy items. Subordinates and squad leaders considered

such belavior the mark of a good squad leader. lien of superior ranks
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..
-however identified this practice as often with good as with poor squad

leaders. Tris is to be expected since the men least likely to be assigned

the job of transporting the BAR or coi]s of communication wires are

sergeants first class or above.

Favoritism on the MLR can be shown in the manner in which a squad

leader spends his spare time. Eleven per cent of the squad leaders were

reported as frequently spending their spare time with certain "buddies"

in the squad rather than with all of the men equally. Interestingly,

soliiers of subordinate and superior ranks did not attribute such be-

havior more to poor than to good squad leaders. The group most critical

of such a practice was soldiers of squad leader ranks. They tend to

prefer leaders who did not dingle-out special buddies in the squad and

spend their time with these buddies. These findings are consistent with

those indicated in the previous section. That is, the rank and file and

superiors are quite willing to permit a squad leader to select his own

friends, whether in the squad or out of it, and willing to permit him to

spend his spare time with these buddies. Soldiers of squal leader ranks,

in both instances, were the group most critical of such be). ior, perhaps

reflecting a .eluctance to accept behaviors which superficially smacks

of blatant favoritism.

The squad leader has considerable voice in the selection of his

assistant. Consequently, the squad leader has an opportunity to discrim-

inate in favor of hlis buddies in the squad. Approximately fourteen per

cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently selecting their

buddies tor wne position or ;t6GJtarsi c a.yr l .de, e- ren -...... t man
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was not necessarily the one beet qualified. All soldiers tended to view

this as an undesirable mractice but the groups most critical of this

practice were soldiers of squad leader and superior ranks. The failure

of soldiers of subordinate rank to be vitally concerned with this prob-

lem may be due to the fact that the position of assistant squad leader

seldom brought with it an increase in rank. It did bring with it added

responsibilities, however, which the rank and file may be reluctant to

assume. Moreover, soldiers of subordinate ranks may be rationalizing

their failure to arise in the military heirarchy by attributing relatively

little importance to the job of assistant squad leader or the procedure

by which assistant squad leaders are selected.

The area of discrimination of greatest concern to soldiers of sub-

ordinate ranks was the manner in which squad leaders assigned men to

various work details. Ideally the squad leader may be expected to show

no favoritism in assigning men to guard or work details. Impartiality

is insured when the squad leader selects men by using a roster, either

written or merely kept in mind, but clearly recognized by the rank and

file. (It is the author's contention that many squad leaders use a

written roster in order to remove the responsibility for selecting men

for details from themselves to the impersonal and automatic roster).

Ten per cint of the squad leaders were reported as frequently discrim-

inating in favor of their buddies when assigning men to work details or

for -uard Cuty, While all groups tended to consider this practice un-

df-^.Ao l a of Fnibordinate and t s lesser extent soldiers of

squad leader ranks were the ones most critical of squad leaders who showed

discrimination in this area.
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Discrimination can also occur in the manner in which squad leaders

distribute the supplies necessary for the effective functioning of the

squad, for example, food, clothing, and equipment. Approximately eighty-

nine per cent of the squad leaders were reported to have frequently

distributed such supplies impartially among the men in their squad.

Solld~rs of squad leader ranks identified the equitable distribution of

food qnd water rations as the mark of a good squad leader. Subordinates

and superiors attributed this practice as often to poor as to good squad

leaders. This mcy indicate that the supply of food and water, while

limited, is relatively steady and their fair distribution is relatively

guaranteed by their very necessity. horeover, platoon headquarters per-

sonnel may haLke an interest ir tLeir distribution and thus increase th-

liklinood of impartiality. On the other hand, only subordinates and sup-

eriors considered the equitable distribution of clothing and equipment

to be the mark of a good squad leader. Soldiers of squad leader rank

attributed this practice as often to poor as to good squad leaders.

relative uncertainty of the supply of these items may increase the A

Lood of discrimination in their apportionment.

Discrimination ia the fringe areas of PX rations and opportunities

to secure recreation was consistently related to rank. Discrimination

in the provision of opportunities for recreation (18 ) was reported to

have occured somewhat more frequently than discrimination in the dis-

tribution of PX supplies (Op). Soldiers of subordinate and squad leader

ranks considered the fair distribution of these fringe items to be the

mark of a good squad leader. Superiors, on the other hand, indicated
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that good and poor leaders were about equally likely to apportion them

fairly. The relative indiffer. ,ce of superiors to discrimination in this

area probably reflects the fact that superiors have lose interest in these

fringe areas, and also are less vitally affected by such discrimination

on the part of squad leaders.

Morale of Men.-The squad leader can do many thin~s which affect the

morale of his men. His behavior can serve to make his squad a more

effective and spirited team or it can serve to make it an ineffective and

dispirited team.

In his own personal behavior the squad leader can affect the morale

of his men. For example, approximately eighty per ce't of the squad

leaders were reported to have frequently had a friendly word and a smile

for the men in their squad. Soldiers of subordinate ranks and, to a

lesser extent, soldiers of superior ranks clearly attributed such be-

havior more often to good squad leaders than to poor squad leaders and

this was tru both when on patrol and when on the MLR. The relative

inebility of soldiers of squad leader ranks to differentiate between

good and poor leaders on this b6havior suggests the difficulty of

belaving in such a manner while in combat. Approximately eighty per cent

of the squad leaders were reported as frequently trying to keep their men

cheerful when on the MLR. Subordinates considered this to be the mark

of a good squad leader, while squad leaders and superiors attributed this

practice about as often to poor as to good squad leaders. Squad leaders

rettes when on the MLR. Only about ten per cent of the squad leaders
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were reported as frequently refusing to share their liquor and cigarette

rations. Here again, we find that soldiers of subordinate and superior

raqks were the ones most inclined to consider such behavior as the mark

of a poor squad leader.

The personal problems of the men may easily come to the attention of

the squad leader. For example, family problems, or problems concerned

with one's girl friend would easily manifest themselves in the soldiers

tehavior in the squad in the forms of moroseness, seclusinn, irritability,

etc, Only about one-fourth of the squad leaders were reporte& to have

frequently payed little attention to their men's personal problems.

Interestingly, only soldiers of superior ranks were critical of such

squad leaders, subordinates and squad leaders attributing this practice

as often to poor as to good squad leaders. This rattern probably reflects

the fact tne personal problems of subordinates would come to superior's

attention only when squad leaders had failed to deal with them effectively.

Moreover, superiors may feel that they have little tiVe for such prob-

lems, and that these problems are legitimately the rrovince of the squad

leader. The failure of subordinates to be critical of squad leaders who

show little concern for personal problems may have at least two bases.

First, help with personal problems may be forthcomiing from all members of

a squad in view of the high degree of intimacy usually prevailing among

squad members. Thus, it would not be the sole or primary responsibility

of the squad leader. Second, subordinates may feel that it is none of

the squad leader's business to show excessive concern with their men's

personal problems,
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A pWrallel area is the extent to which a squad leader is considerate

oP men who are in a noor physical or mental state when assigning men to

details or guard duty. Only about ten per cent of the squad leaders

were reported to have frequently failed to give men special consideration

at such times. Soldiers of subordinate ranks were the ones most critical

of such squad leaders. Soldiers of squad leader and superior ranks how-

ever, considered this behavior about as true of poor as it was of good

squad leaders.

According to reports almost all of the squad leaders, 97%, did. their

best to see that the patrol brought wounded and dead back from enemy

territory. Since so many men perforined this behavior, differentiatioa

between good and poor lraders was markedly reduced. However, men of

superior and subordinate ranks viewed this behavior as more character-

istic of good leaders than did men of squad leader ranks. Lien of sq, Ad

leader rank were probably reluctant to differentiate since they had a

first-hand knowledge of the difficul ties involved in such an endeavor-

the burden of responsibility it places on the leader, and the conflict

between reel onsibility for the living and responsibility for the wounded

or dead.

In any group of men, it is normal to expect arguments to arise which

can serve to tear the group apart. Similarly, in any group of men, one

can expect "in-groups" or cliques to develop as those of compatible

interests band together and those of incompatible interests separate. In

thia ilaztacc o )A affectiveness of a squad can be hampered, par-

ticularly if the different Qliques do not get along with each other.
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Approximately seventy per cent of the squad leaders were reported to

have frequently tried to settle arguments that arose in the squad, and

to have tried to prevent the formation of incompatible cliques. Soldiers

of subordinate ranks were the ones most likely to attribute such behavior

to good rather than poor squad leaders. The eensitivity of subordinates

to this problem is noteworthy. The failure of soldiers of superior ranks

to differentiate between good and poor leaders in this area may be due

to their lack of intimate knowledge as to the inner workings of the squads

in their com.and.

One additional area in which the squad leader can influence the

morale of his men is by keeping them informed about the unit's future

plans. Admittedly, to some extent this will consist of rumor, but what

information is available is most likely to be in the possession of the

squad leader-tbe member of the squad who is in closest contact with

the platoon headquarters. As was noted earlier, soldiers of subordinate

ranks indicated that good leaders more often than poor leaders inquired

from superiors about the unit's future plans. A somewhat similar pattern

is evident here, Only twenty per cent of the squad leaders were reported

as frequently neglecting to pass such information along to their men.

While all ranks were critical of this failure, subordinates were the ones

most critical.

Handling of New Men.-The squad is constantly faced with attrition

through combat losses or as a result of men having completed their tour

of duty in Korea or in the Army. In order to balance these losses, the

squad continually receives new men, usually fresh from basic training
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camps in the Zone of the Interior. The integration of these recruits

into the existing squad is probably one of the most important tasks

imposed upon the squad leader as well as his men.

Sixty-three per cent of the squad leaders were reported as freqaently

talking to new men in order to learn all they could about tiem, as for

example, name, family background, home town, civilian experience, per-

sonel problems, etc. Only men of squad leader ranks considered such

behavior the mark of a good squad leader. Subordinc.tes and superiors

identified this practice as often with poor as with good squad leaders.

Subordinate's failure to differentiate between ood and poor leaders on

this behavior (as was also evident on another behavior-concern with

men's personal problems) may reflect their interpretation of this

questioning as one of prying into a man's personal and private life.

Integrating the man into an existing squad can be broken down into

a number of specific activities. Approximately eighty-five per cent of

the squad leaders were reported as frequently telling new men how the

squad did things, what the squad had been doing, and what it would

probably do in the frure. All soldiers agreed that good and poor squad

leaders were about equally likely to tell the new man the squad's and

platoon's SOP. On the other hand, all soldiers agreed that telling the

new man what the squad 'iad been doing and probably would be doinik, was

the mark of a good squad leader.

In addition to orienting new men, approximately eighty-five per

recruits to the veterans in the squad and as urging tnese veterans to
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keep a protective eye on these recruits. These two practices were

clearly considerei desirable by all concerned.

The tendency for veterans to relate their past combat accomplishments

to the newcomers has been frequently commented upon. Unfortunately, sugh

accounts are usually embellished and exaggerated, and its effect upon

the newcomers is often felt to be harmful. Suoh accounts have come to

be called "war stories". Approximately eighteen per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently telling newcomers war stories.

There was little difference betweer good and poor leaders, however, in

the frequency with which these leaders related "war stories" to

newcomers,
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TABE III-INUFPRSONAL B HAVIORS REPORTED BY SOLDIERS OF DIFF-ZMT
RANKS TO BE THE MARK OF A GOOD SQUAD LIADWR ON PATROL AND
ON TH -, MIR

I TM NO. ON PATROL O THE ]IMR

PA- A GCOD SQUAD LEAIER Pvt Cpl Sfc Pvt Cpi Sfc
TROL ULR IS ONE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

63 goes on gw rd when the
squad is shorthanded* ----- ** X * Y

56 helps his men on work
details Y

17 does not spend his free
time primarily with other
NCOs -Y

104 mingles with people-does
not stay off by himself Y Z

rotates the job of carrying
heavy equipment or weapons Y Y -

3l6 spends his spare time equal-
ly with all of his men Y

L3 makes the best man in the

squad his assistant X Z
53 is fair when assigning men

to details - X Y
39 is fair wnen apportioning

foo& and water rations ------- Y
91 is fair when apportioning

clothing or equipment
rations - X

* Behavior wordings have been paraphrased for ease of presentation with

behaviors worded negatively in the original questionnaire reworded
positively here. See Supplement to this Technical Report for original
wording.

** The symbols X, Y, and Z indicate the attitudes of the three soldier
groups towards the listed behaviors.
X indicates that the behavior was very clearly considered the mark of
a GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .01 or .001 level of
confidence.)

Y indicates that the behavior was cleerly considered the mark of a
GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .05 level of confidence.)

Z indicates that the behavior tends to be considered the mark of a
n/N^Iun - .--uA. 'I A /u C ,~ a cu - .0- - -1. - . au 1-- ~ 1,, ̂ j I

** Behavior not include%. in that situation.
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TABIE III concluded

ITN YO. ON PT OL OF TH I 14TR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LEADE Pvt 0P4 Sfc Pvt Cpl Sfc
TROL MJR IS OI "HO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

51 is fair when apportioning
PX ra tionse----- Y X

28 is feir whern apportioning
opportunities for
recreat~ion ----- z X

22 4 Leas a friendly word and
smile for hi men X X X Y40 tries to keep his men

cheerful Y
103 shares his liquor and

cigarettes with his men X Y

11 help his men with their
personal problems ----- -- X

90 excuses from detail men who
are sick whenever possible ----- X

52 does his best to bring sick
and wounded back u - - - Z

48 tries to settle arguments
that arise in the squad - z24 tries to discourage the

formation of nomptible
cliques in the squad ------ X

73 tells his men what he knows
about uni ts fuvare X z

10 learns all lie can about the
new men------

68 orients the new men - -Y-X

5 tells new men about squad's
pst and likely fut---e Z Y X66 introduces the new men to
the older men - ---- X Y Y

1 cautions older men to look
ouT. for the new men ------ Y Y X

35 tells the new men "war
stories" ---
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Maintenance Activities Area

Maintenance type activities loom prominently in the daily life of

the squad leader. Hen must be prepared, materially, physically, and even

psychologically for the eventual contest with the enery. Accordin-ly,

many of a leader's activities on the iLR are concerned with maintenan~ce.

Although not as important as accomplishing the patrol's tactical mission,

the squad leader can also profitably concern himself with maintenance

activities when on patrol. For purposes of analysis the activities in

this area have been divided into six sub-areas: retention and care of

clothinb and equipment; personal cleanliness; food and drink; health;

handling of weapons; and training. (A table summarizing the findings in

this area is found on pages 53-55.)

Retention and Care of Clothing and Eoui4ent.-The amount of cloth-

ing and equipment available to the front line soldier is usually at a

minimum. This is particularly true when men are on patrol for their

possessions are solely what they are able to carry on their person.

Consequently, great care must be taken to insure that such items are

retained and properly cared for. At the same time, men are often

reluctant to exercise supply economy. Concern with the retention and

care of clothing and equipment thus becomes a difficult chore fnr the

squad leader.

Over eighty-five ner cent of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently makinj sure that their men had adequate clothing and equip-

ment when on the KIR. (Since little can be done to rectify deficiencies

wihen on patrol, this behavior was qot included in the latrol situation).
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All soldiers agreed that such behavior was desirable in that they

attributed it primarily to good rather than poor squad leaders.

The four remaining retention and care items appoeared both in the

patrol anu VJR situatione. Approximately twelve per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently permitting their men to abandon vr

discard their clothing and equipment. Superiors were clearly critical

of such behavior both when on patrol and when on the MLR. Subc dinate,

were critical of such neglect when on patrol but indizated that good and

poor leaders were about equally likely to be lax when on the 1Q2R. Squad

leaders attitudes were the reverse of that of subordinates, that is,

critical when on the ULR, but indicating that good and poor leaders were

about equally lkx when on patrol. This situational difference is dealt

with in more detail in a later section of this report.

Approximately eighty-five per cent of the squad leaders were

reported as frequently setting an example for tfaeir men by not discarding

or abandoning their own clothing and equipment. All soldiers indicated

that this practice was as true of poor as it was of good squad leaders

wnen on patrol. Squad liaders and superiors reaffirmed this when on the

MLPi, but subordinates viewed it as the mark of a good squad leader in

that situation.

Clothing and eqaipment, once retained, must be kept in good condition.

Approximately ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently keeping their own belongings in gocd condition and as insur-

ing that their men did likewise. All soldiers arpeared to judge a leadtr

by his personal appearance, for all indicated that good leaders rather
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than poor leaders were likely to keep their belongings in good condition.

As applied to the rank and file however, a different pattern is evident

and this is discussed in more detail in a future section of this report.

Superiors clearly indicated that good leaders, rather than poor leaders,

characteristically insured that their men kept their belongings in good

condition both when on patrol and when on the MNL. Subordinates were

lauditory of such behavior when on patrol but felt it was as true of poor

as it was of good leaders when on the HLR. Again, squad leaders attitudes

were the reverse of that of subordinates-approving concern with maintenance

when on the MLR but indicating that it was equally true of good and poor

leaders when on patrol. It thus seems that supericrs approve strict sup-

ply economy both when on patrol and when on the MLR. Subordinates approve

such strictness wheD on patrol but not when on the MLR. Squad leaders on

the other hand are uncertain as to its value or feasability when on patrol,

but approve a squad leader's concern with supply economy when on the NLR.

Personal Cleanliness.-If a soldier's clothing and equipment should

be kept in good condition, so should his own body. Yet, at the same time

opportunities and facilities for ma:ntaining personal cleanliness are at

a minimum while on the MLR.

Approximately ninety per cent of t. squad leaders were reported as

frequently urging their men to keep clean, urging them to go back for

showers when they werc tvailable and, in turn, setting an example, by

keeping themselves clean. All soldiers agreed that good and poor squad

leder did not npprari'lhy differ i+nthe frequency :ith "h^ch they u

their men to keep clean. On the other hand, all soldiers agreed
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that good leaders, more often than poor leaders, kept themselves clean

and made sure that men took showers when they were available. Soldiers

of subordinate ranks particularly approved of the urging of men to take

advantage of opportunities to go back for showers. This reflects the

high value placed by combat troops on the opportunity to take showers

as well as their insistence that those few among them reluctant to make

the long hard trek down the hill to the shower point, be urged to do so.

In addition to keeping their person clean, it is necessary for the

men to keep their living facilities in good order. Approximately eighty-

seven per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently urging

their men to keep their living quarters in good condition, and as setting

an example for their men by keeping their own quarters in the same

condition. Squad leaders and superiors attributed these behaviors to

good ratner than poor squad leaders, while here again subordinates

identified the behaviors as being as true of poor as it was of good

squad leaders.

The sanitary disposal of refuse and body waste is an important

problem on the MLR. Space for the disposal of such matezial as well as

opportunities to bury garbage or prepare latrines are at a premium due

to perio c' and sporadic enemy action. Nevertheless, approximately

eiehty-five per cent of the squad leeders were reported as frequently

saking sure that the disposal of garbage was done properly, and that

latrines were dug and used by their men. All soldiers agreed thst con-

cern with latrine discipline was the mark of a good squad leader. Only

soldiers of squad leader ranks made such an evaluation with reference to
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the disposal of garbage and refuse, subordinates and superiors indicating

that good and poor leaders were equally likely to see that they were

disposed of properly.

Food and Drink.-The data with reference to food and drink presents

a somewhat inconsistent pattern. Over eighty-five per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently making sure that their men had adequate

food and water when on the MLR. (Since little can be done to rectify

deficiencies when on patrol, this behavior was not included in the patrol

situation). All soldiers identified this practice with good rather than

poor squad leaders.

The conservation of food and water, invariably in short supply in

combat, is also the concern of the squad leader. Approximately eighty

per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently urging their

men to conserve food and water when it was in short supply. All soldiers

agreed that concern with the conservation of food and water when on

patrol is the mark of a good squad leader. Good and poor squad leaders

were about equally likely to show such concern when on the i4RT. The

scarcity of food and water when on patrol probably is responsible for

the grt'ater concern shown towards conservation in that situation.

Deviations from issued rations occur when soldiers resort to native

foods and liquor and to native sources for drinking water. Differences

in sanitary standards make suspect such deviations from official supply

sources. Approximately eithty per cent of t e squad leaders were repcrtedIto have freauentlv made sure their men did "nf. rpneraim natie foAro

liquors. Only squad leaders considered such concern to be the mark of a
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,ood squad leader when on patrol. Subordinates and superiors repcrted

that good and poor leaders were equally likely to be concerned with the

consumption of native food products when on patrol. Subordinates con-

sidered such coacern on the NiLR to be the mark of a rood squad leader,

but squad leaders and superiors indicated that it was true of both kinds

of leaders when on the IVLR. Seventy per cent of the squad leaders were

reported as frequently cautioning their men against the drinking of water

of questionable purity, Subordinates considered this a desirable practice

when on patrol but squad leaders and superiors reported it to be as true

of poor as of good leaders in that situation. Superiors considered con-

cern with water rurification the mark of a good squad leader when on the

MLR, but subordinates and squad leaders considered it true of both kinds

of leaders in that situation.

Health.-O-portunities for consumption of alcoholic beverages as

well as for sexual relations are at a minimum while on the MR. Never-

theless, veteran combat men frequently do find means for satisfying their

desires in these two areas. Approximately sixty-three per cent of the

squad leaders were re-,xrted to have frequently tried to keep their men

sober and to nave frequently urged their men to use prophylactics when-

ever they might be exposed to venereal disease. All ranks approved a

squad leader's concern with the problem of venereal disease, though to

some extent soldiers of superior ranks were tne ones most inclined to

rate good those leaders that urged their men to use prophylactics. Only

Soidirs of superior ranks indicated that efiorLs to ktep men sober was

a characteristic of -ood rather than of roor leaders, subordinates and
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squad leaders indicating that it was true of both kinds of leaders.

Three per cent of the men reported that their squad leader was frequently

drunk while on the FILR. While3 tae number o _nstances is small, there

is some indication that soldiers of subordinate ranks were the ones most

inclined to view drunken squad leaders in an unfavorable light. This

may reflect greater awareness of this condition when it does occur as

well as an awareness cf the consequences to the squad when a leader is

in no condition to perform his leadership functions. Squad leaders and

superiors reported that poor leaders were drunk no more often than good

leaders.

Opportunities for rest and relaxation also constitutes a phase of

concern with health. When on patrol this takes the form of periodic

rest breaks and ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently giving their men rest breaks whenever possible. Only men of

squad leader rank identified the giving of rest breaks as a mark of a

good squad leader, subordinates and superiors indicating that good and

poor leaders were about equally likely to give rest breaks when on

patrol. The failure of men of subordinate ranks to differentiate between

good and poor leaders on this em perhaps indicates that since a rest

break is of advantage to tLe leader as well as his men, even poor leaders

give rest breaks.

When on the MIR, rest and relaxation can take the form of letting

men rest and relax when there s notlVing of great importance to do.

Approximately one-third of the leaders however, were reported as
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frequently keeping tneir men busy, even when there was nothing important

to do. Men of superior rank clearly identified l"keepirn men busy" as

the merk of a good squad leader. Squad leaders, on the other hand, were

inclined to consider "keeping men busy" as the mark of a poor squad leader.

Thus we see here an area of potential conflict, that is, what is acceptable

to one troup is viewed with disfavor by another. The key issue here is

the necessity of the tasks assigned to the men. Soldiers of superior

ranks may feel that men should be kept occupied and that any task

assigned to men therefore a necessity. Soldiers of subordinate ranks

may resent this infringement on their "free time" and soldiers of squad

leader ranks w&ay be reluctant to assign their men to such tasks.

The physical condition of his men is the responsibility of the

squad leader yet opportunities for checking on their physical condition

are not always prevent. More leaders were reported as frequently check-

ing on their men's physical condition when on the MLR than when on patrol

(82, versus ?4). Subordinates considered checking on men's physical

condition a desirable practice both when cn patrol and when on the MLR.

Squad leaders considered this behavior the -,ark of a good leader when on

the FIR, but true of both kinds of leaders when on patrol. Superiors

considered checkin, on physical condition the mark of a good leader wnen

on patrol, but as true of poor as it was of Lood leaders when on the MLR.

Squpd leader's attitudes may well reflect the pressing nature of the

patrol situation when other responsibilities may crowd out opportunities

to check on their men's physical condition- Thiq je d-soed in orc

detail in a later section of this report.
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Men who are sick or injured require medical attention, and

approximately ninety-five per cent of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently themselves providing, or as seeing that others provided,

needed first aid. This was true both when on the patrol and when on the

MLR. Squad leaders and superiors clearly considered the giving of first

aid the mark of a good leader in both situations. Subordinates, in both

situations, considered the behavior as true of good as it was of poor

leade-es. The close knitness of the squad probably results in all mem-

bers showing concern with individuals who are sick or injured and in

all members taking steps to see that aid is forthcoming, The leader

alone then, is not the source of that aid, but he must show concern.

Consistent with these findings is the fact that subordinates alone were

highly critical of squad leaders who did not take into consideration a

man's ph.sical condition when assigning him to details.

Handling of Weapons.-Perhaps the most important item of equipment

in the hands of the front line soldier is his weapon. Seventy-seven per

cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently urging their men

to exercise care when handling or cleaning their weapons and eighty-

eight per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently making

sure that all new weapons were test fired and zeroed-in promptly. All

soldiers agreed that good squad leaders were more likely than poor squad

leaders to see that new weapons were promptly checked. On the other hand,

while soldiers of squad leader and superior ranks indicated that a squad

leader should urge his men to be careful when handling or cleaning their
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weakons, soldiers of subordinate ranks made no such evaluation. They

attributed this practice as often to good as to poor squad leaders.

This probably reilects the resentment the rank and file may have for sup-

eriors' attitudes and actions which tend to underestimate the common

sense of subordinates.

Training.-Time and space for training while on the MILR are at a

minimum. Nevertheless certain opportunities do exist during which the

squad leader can make an effort to improve his men's level of knowledge

and skills. Over eighty per cent of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently training their men to work as a team and as trying to have

each man know every other man's job in the squad. A much smaller number

of squad leaders (58%) were reported as frequently giving their men

instructions in tactics, weapons, etc. Such concern with training on the

part of squad leaders was approved by all infantrymen inasmuch as all

identified these practices with good rather tha.i with poor squad leaders.

Team work proved to be of greater importance than interchangeability of

jobs perhaps reflecting the relative similarity of jobs found in an

infantry squad. There is evidence that soldiers of superior ranks were

most inclined to evaluate squad leaders in terms of the frequency with

which they showed concern with the training of their men.

.,Tearly half of the squad leaders were reported as frequently trying

to increase their own knowledge about weapons, tactics, etc. All soldiers

tended to identify such behavior with good rather than with poor squad

leaders.
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TABLE IVN-MAINTEA.NCE B:1AVIO1'S 1RORTED BY SODIJiTS OF DIFFRETZT RANKS
TO B- TME MARK OF A GOOD SQUAD LNADR ON PATROL AND (0, THE

ITEM NO. ON PATROL O11 TH u' MIR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LNADER Pvt Cpl Sfc PTt Cpl Sfc
TROL HMLR IS ONE HO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

79 makes sure that his men
have adequate clothing
and equipment* - *** Y** X Y

24 108 makes sure that his men do
not discard or abandon
their -lothing or equip-
ment Y Y Y X

49 83 does not discard or abandon
any of his own clothing
or equipment Z

1 30 makes sure that his men
keep their clothing and
equipment in good
condition I X Y X

44 59 keaps his own clothing and
equipment in good
condition X X X Y Y X

13 makes sure that his men
keep themeelves clean -----

109 makes sure that when showers
are available his men

take them X Y Z
107 keeps himself clean ---- Y Y z

Behavior wordings have been paraphrased for ease of presentation
with behaviors worded negatively in the original questionnaire re-
worded positively here. See Supplement to this Technical Report
for original wording.

* The symbols X, Y, and Z indicate the attitudes of the three soldier
groups towards the listed behaviors.
X indicates that the behavior was very clearly considered the mark

of a GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .01 or .001 level of
confidence.)

Y indicetes that the behavior was clearly considered the mark of a
GOOD souad leader. (Significant at the .05 level of confidence.)

Z indicates that the behavior tends to be considered Lhe L~uk of a
GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .10 level of confidence.)

• " Behavior not included in that situation.
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TABME IV continued

ITEM 'O. ON PATROL ON THfL MLR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LEADER Pvt Cpl Sfc Pvt Cpl Sfc
TROL MLR IS ONE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

118 makes sure that his men
keep their living
facilities clean Y Z

119 keeps his own living
facilities clean X Y

86 makes sure that garbage
and refuse are properly
disposed of Y

115 makes sure that latrines
are prepared and used X Y X

18 tries to keep his men sober X
65 stays sober himself - Z
32 makes 3ure that his men

use prophylactics when
exposed Y X X

42 gives his men rest breaks

whenever possible Y
3 keeps his men occupied- **

even on unimportant tasks Z X

39 95 checks on his men's
physical condition X X Y Y

13 78 makes sure that first aid
is given to the sick or
injured X X Z X

74 makes sure that his men
have adequate food and
water X Z Y

45 52 makes sure that his men
conserve their food and
water rations Z X Y

53 88 cautions his men not to
consume native foor or
liquors Y Z

48 71 cautions his men to purify

questionable water X Y

**** Soldiers of squad leader ranks considered this behavior the mark
of a POOR squad leader.
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TABLE IV concluded

ITEn NO. ON PATROL ON THE MIR

FA- A GOOD SQUAD L.,DER Pvt Opl Sfc Pvt Cpi Sfc
TROL MIR IS OnI WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

8 makes sure that his men are
careful when handling
weapons or ammunition Z X

80 makes sure that his men
test-fire and zero-in

their weapons X X X

15 trains his men to work as a
team x x x

37 trains each man to know
every other man's job Y X X

102 teaches his men about
weapons, tactics, etc. ----- Y X A

36 tries to increase his own
knowledge X X Y

5
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Tactical Activities Area

Most of the leader's behaviors in combat are necessarily concerned

with the successful accomplishment of the squad's tactical mission. For

ease of presentation the behaviors making up the tactical activities

area have been divided into five sub-areas: jinowled&e and skills; com-

munication; awareness; concern for men; and courage. (A table summarizing

the findings in this area is found on pages 68-70.)

Knowledge and Skills.--Two of the items in this sub-area dealt with

the use of equipment when on patrol, the radio-telephone and map-compass.

Approximately ei-,hty-five per cent of the leaders were reported as

frequently using this equipment properly. While all groups considered

the effective use of radio and telephone to be the mark of a good squad

leader, only subordinates and squad leaders made such an evaluation

with reference to the map and compass. Superiors indicated that good

and poor leaders were equally likely to uae the map and compass properly.

It is likely that superiors did not have an opportunity to observe this

belavior, and therefore could not use it as a basis for differentiation.

Six of the knowledge and skill items were concerned with the

deployment of men under the various terrain conditions which are likely

to be encountered when on patrol, such as formation when crossing

streams, when crossing valley, through forest, etc. It was reported

that in all six instances effective derloyment was frequently achieved

by approximately ninety per cent of the leaders. Subordinates and

squad leaders associated all six behaviors with good rather than with

poor leaders. Superiors agreed with subordinates and squad leaders on
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three, and indicated tLat good and poor leaders wore equally likely to

perform the remaining three deployment items0 It is probable that

soldiers wi th lower rank are most liKely to feel the impact of effective

or ineffective nerforrance. Eere again it is likely that superiors did

not have as much opportunity to observe these behaviors as did squad

leaders and subordinates, and accordingly were less certain of these be-

haviors as a basis for differentiation.

Two other benaviors revealed the yresence or absence of tactical

knowledge and skills when on patrol, the proper handling of prisoners

and the selection of a route by which the patrol could return to its

own lines. Approximately seventy per cent of the squad leaders were

reported as frequently using different routes when leading their patrol

back to its own lines ana approximately ninety-five per cent of the

squed leaders were reported as frequently handling prisoners prooerly.

There were no sharp differences in now soldiers viewed these behaviors.

lien of subordinate rank placed emphasis upon the proper handling of

prisoners-a behavior which squad leaders and superiors felt was as

true of poor as it was of good squad leaders. hen of superior rank

placed empLasis upon the selection of different routes when returning

to friendly lines--a behavior which subordinates and squad leaders felt

was as true of poor as it was of good squad leaders. It is doubtful if

many patrols were ever faced with the problem of handling prisoners.

This may account for the relative unconcern of souad leaders and superiors

with this behavior. Patrol routes were frequently precisely defined by

superiors rather than left to the discretion of the patrol (squad) Leader.
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Consequently, it was ra,* that squad leaders nad much say in the select.-

ion of routes of travel. It is doubtful if the rank and file were

interested or even aware of tke precise route taken by their patrol.

Otner evidence available in this report indicates that subordinates

placed little value on being kept informed as to the patrol's geographic

location.

Maintaining security is an important probler both when on patrol and

when on the MLR. Approximately eighty-five per cent of the squad leaders

were reported as frequently designating definite men to security positions

in both situations. Superiors, and to a lesser extent squad leaders,

clearly considered such assignments the mark of a good squad leader.

Subordinates again showed the least interest or concern with assignments

which they would be expected to fill-for they identified it as often

witl poor as with good squad leaders.

A number of knowledge and skill behaviors are appropriate primarily

in the MLR situation. Over eighty-five per cent of the squad leaders

were reported as frequently urging their men to improve their living

and fighting positions as well as obstacles on enemy approaches. These

two behaviors were considered the mark of a good leader by all soldiers.

For various reasons, men filling key positions on the MLR find it

necessary to leave these positions. It then becomes the responsibility

of the leader to find replacements. Over eighty-five per cent of the

leaders were reported as frequently trying to keep key positions covered.

Here again, squad leaders were the ones most reluctant to differentiate

between good and poor leaders, for while subordinates and superiors
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considered "trying to keep key positions co',ered" the mark of a 6ood

leader, men of squad leader rank indicated that it was true of both

sood and poor leaders.

Approximately ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported as

frequently trying to keep in contact with friendly units on their flanks.

The higher a soldier's rank, the more likely was he to consider this the

mark of a good squad leader. The same pattern appears with reference to

squad leaders who urge their men to prepare range cards while on the MLR.

For while three-fourths of the leaders were reported as frequently urg-

ing their men to prepare range cards, it was primarily men of superior

and to a lesser extent men of squad leader rank who considered the be-

havior a mark of a good leader. The rank and file are relatively un-

concerned with these two activities, associating them equally with good

and poor leaders.

Communication.-The squad, while on the MLR, is a part of a larger

organization, the platoon, company, battalion, etc. At the same time,

it is opposed by the military units of the enemy. Yet, the squad is,

to a great extent, isolated, intelligence wise, in that individual

squad members know little, if anything, about the nature of either the

larger organization of which chey are a part or about the strength and

disposition of their opponents. To what extent are squad members con-

cerned with this larger picture? Seventy-nine per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently asking superiors about the strength,

location and disposition of neighboring friendly units as well as the

auaw . A IIIEO i JS.L U. O S -s -uc v'-' ~~
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telling their men whatever theN knew about the strength and location of

neighboring friendly units as well as the enemy. Soldiers of subordinate

ranks indicated that good and poor squad leaders were about equally

likely to secure such information. Soldiers of squad leader and superior

ranks clearly identified this practice with good squad leaders. While

all soldiers considered the transmitting of sucli information to the rank

and file to be desirable, subordinates were the ones least inclined to

make such an evaluation. This suggests that The men in the squad are

relatively less concerned with the larger picture than are their superiors

in the platoon headquarters. Survival on the MLR itself, the day-to-day

problem of existing under the trying conditions of the MLR, may account

for this apparent apathy.

One might expect the rank and file to have greater concern with

their own tactical situation on the MLR, and to some extent the evidence

here supports this expectation. Less than one-fourth of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently being slow in determining such in-

formation as the squad's geographic location and the best routes to

such places as CPs, ration dumps, aid stations, etc. A much larger

number of squad leaders, however, (88%) were reported as frequently

passing any information they had in this respect along to subordinates.

Tne perhaps superfluous need for specifically inquiring about these

relatively obvious facts is evident in that soldiers of all ranks

indicated that good and poor leaders were equally likely to inquire

about the squad's geographic location and the best routes to CPs, supply

wuip , afid aid stations. ,-,- th othr handn, l ranke di Vhn t
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good leaders were more likely than poor leaders to pass such information

along to subordinates.

The use of challenges and pass words on the MLR is designed to max-

imize security. Over ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported

as frequently inquiring as to the current challenges and pass words and

only six per cent of the leaders were reported as frequently neglecting

to pass such information along to subordinates. All soldiers agreed that

securing such information was primarily a characteristic of good squad

leaders. Only men of subordinate ranks were highly critical of squad

leaders who neglected to pass such information along to the rank and

file, for squad leaders and superiors attributed this practice as often

to good as to poor squad leaders. That subordinates are concerned in

this area is understandable, but what is puzzling is the apparent lack

of concern on the part of soldiers of squad leader and superior ranks.

They may feel that such information is passed down as a matter of course

by all squad leaders. The apparent greater concern of soldiers of sub-

ordinate ranks suggests that this is not the case,

Up to this point bLe source of informaticn has been the platoon

headquarters and the movement of this information has been downward, to

the rank and file. Information can also originate %ith the men in the

squad and move upward to the platoon headquarters, and this is true when

on patrol and when on the MLTI. Here again, the squad leaditr can be

instrumental in facilitating communication. Approximately eighty-five

per cent of the squad leaders .-ere reported as frequently urging their

men to pass any information they secured to him, and approximately
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ninety per cent of the squad leaders were reported as in turn, frequently

passing whatever information they secured along to the platoon headquarters,

All soldiers considered the urging of men tc secure and transmit inform-

ation to be the mark of a good squad leader. Only soldiers of subordinate

and superior ranks however, attributed the transmission of such inform-

ation to superiors to be the mark of a good rather than a poor squad

leader. This was true both when on patrol and when on the MLR,

Soldiers of squad leader ranks showed relatively little concern with the

transmitting of information along to superiors for they attributed this

behavior equally to good and poor leaders. This probably reflects their

feeling that this behavior is performed as a matter of course by all

leaders and thus provides no basis for differentiation.

One aspect of communication confined to the patrol situation is

the taking of notes by the leader for the patrol report. Approximately

three-fourths of the leaders were reported as frequently taking such

notes. While all soldiers considered the taking of notes to be a mark

of a good leader, again, soldiers of squad leader rank were the ones

least inclined to make such an evaluation.

Awareness.--4hile in combat it is frequently difficult for the

squad leader to be aware of the location of the squad as a whole (as

when on patrol) or the location of the individual soldiers making up

his squad. Approximately one-fourth of the squad leaders were reported

as frequently having but a vague idea as to the exact location of the

patrol when out in front of its line. While all soldiers were critirn)

of leaders who failed to have this knowledge, men of squad leader rank
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were the ones least critical. Certainly securing such information is

difficult under the circumstances within which a patrol functions and

the leader of the patrol may be the ones who most fully appreciate

this difficulty.

Knowledge as to the exact location of individuals is also difficult,

particularly when on patrol. While over ninety per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as frequently knovin& the location of each of their

men when on the line, approximately one-fourth of the squad leaders were

reported as frequently not Yaving such information when on patrol.

Soldiers of squz.d leader and superior ranks felt that knowledge as to

the location of each man when on patrol is the mark of a good squad

leader. Subordinates felt that poor ieaders were as likely as good

leaders to have this information when on patrol. Subordinates and squad

leadcrs felt that a good leader knows the location of each of his men

when on te MLR. Superiors however, felt that good and poor leaders

wer. about equally likely to have this information when on the PILR.

This difference is discussed in detail in a later section of this report.

Concern for Men,-A squad leader:s concern for his men involves

behaviors in which personal and human interest merge with tactical

knowledge and skill-that is, those behaviors where both personality

and knowledge operate.

It was reported that wben on patrol approximately ninety per cent

of the leaders frequently told their men, how, when, and where to move;

saw that their men retained contact with ono another; and made sure their

men did nothing, which would give the patrol's position away to the enemy.
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Mei of all ranks agreed that these activities were characteristic of good

leaders. Taking steps to insure that the unit's position is not revealed

to the enemy was also included on the MLR questionnaire. In this instance

however, only me-1 of superior rank identified the behavior as a mark of

a good squad leader, subordinates and squad leaders indicating that good

and poor leaders were equally likely to caution their men not to expose

themselves to enemy observation or fire. This attitude on the part of

subordinates and squad leaders probably reflects their feeling that

such precautions are unnecessary inasmuch as (1) the enemy already is

well aware of the units' location and (2) soldiers obviously will do

nothing to reveal their position to the enemy or to attract enemy fire.

Ten per cent of the leaders were reported as frequently moving too

fast while on patrol, for some or all of their men. As expected, the

men most sensitive to this behavior were those who had to move with the

squad leader-soldiers of subordinate ranks. This group, and to a lesser

extent men of squad leader ranks, reported that moving too fast was more

typical of poor leaders than of good leaders, Superiors did not use

this behavior as a basis for differentiating between good and poor

squad leaders.

Motivating and encouraging men to keep moving while on patrol is

e trying task. Iowever, it was reported that eighty per cent of the

leaders frequently tried to encourage and motivate their men. All

groups of men considered this behavior important, and indicated it was

characteristic o goo' leaders. 1-owever, ren oi qui iad a, ks

were more reluctant to use it as a basis for differentiating between
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good and poor leaders than were superiors or subordinates.

It can be assumed that the more members of a patrol know about the

patrol's location, the more secure they feel. Since the leader usually

possesses such information, he is in a position to express personal

concern for his men by communicating this information. Yearly ninety

per cent of the leaders were reported to have frequently tried to keep

their men so informed, but only soldiers of superior, and to a lesser

extent squad leader ranks, indicated that this behavior was characteristic

of good leaders. Failure of men with lower ranks to differentiate be-

tween good and poor leaders on this item probably indicates a reluctance

to accept the additional responsibility which often accompany an in-

creased level of information.

The assigning of men to the "point" position is difficult. Success

of the squad's mission requires that a man with unique skills be assigned

to this exposed position, Since the incidence of such skills in a squad

of men is usually limited, this may require the repeated use of the same

man as point-man. The men in a squad may view such a course of action

as blatant discrimination or favoritism, and in truth, some leaders

have used such assignments as a means of enforcing their will upon sub-

ordinates. This puts the leader in the position of reconciling the need

for a point-man with the need of maintaining the morale of his men.

Aiproximately one-third of the squad leaders were reported as frequently

using the same man as point on a patrol. While the men did not actually

differentiate between good and poor leaders on the basis of this be-

havior, the pattern suggests that the lower a soldiez's rank-the less
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willing he was to consider such a practice a desirable one. Reluctance

to use this behavior as a basis for differentiating between leaders may

reflect contradictory points of view regarding the desirability of serving

as point-man. Some soldiers view the point position as one of honor,

and consider being assigned to such a position as a mark of recognition

from suleriors. Some men believe that the point position is the safest

one on the patrol since the enemy is inclined to "let the point-rman get

throughi" so as to lure the patrol into a deeper trap. On the other

hand, some consider the point position to be one of extreme danger since

the point-man is tiie first to contact enemy mines o, oae n:y fire. Others

avoid the joint position because it involves excessive responsibility.

(This information was secured from infantrymen interviewed on the MLR

in Korea during the winter of 1952-1953.)

A squad leader can show concern for his men's welfare on the nLR

by frequently moving from position to position, making sure that his

men are well, reassuring them, and incidently, making sure that they

are doing their job. Approximately eighty-five per cent of the squad

leaders were reported as f-equntly moving from position to position

on the P',R checkin; on their men. Soldiers of subordinate and superior

ranks considered this to be the mark of a good squad leader. Soldiers

of squad leader ranks felt it -as true of both good and poor squad

leaders,

While on patrol a leader's spezial attention mai; be required by two

types of squad membert-the new men, primarily to incure their surviv4L;
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and potential "bug-outs", primarily to insure the survival of the patrol.

Approximately ninety- per cent of the leaders were reported as frequently

paying special attention to these two types of men while out on patrol.

Soldiers of subordinate and superior ranks agreed that such leader be-

havior was desirable, and c. cacteristic of good leaders. Men of squad

leader rank indicated moderate approval with concern for new men, but

indicated that good and poor leaders were equally likely to pay special

attention to "8 balls". Ien of squad leader rank were probably reluctant

to evaluate good and poor leaders on the basis of this behavior, because

it involved the assumption of critical responsibilities.

Courae-It is likely that the largest single factor influencing

the evaluation of a combat leader is the amount of courage he displays

under stress. ,vidently squad leaders did not lack courage. While on

the MLR only six per cent of the squad leaders were reported as frequently

spending their time at the relatively safe company or battalion 0Ps.

W~iile on patrol only twelve per cent of the squad leaders were reported

as frequently taking up positions that sacrificed adequate control over

men for personal safety, and only four per cent were reported to have

"bugged-out" on their men. (These figures probably reflect the fact

that our sample included few, if any, really poor squad leaders.)

Infantrymen were unanimous in agreeing that "excess -t,-.1tion" in the

leader's choice of position while on patrol or his remainin, in the rear

at company or battalion CPs were undesirable. Since so few of the squad

leaders studied, bugged-out when on patrol, no rank group actually differ-

entiate between good and poor leaders on this item. All tended to view

it as undesirable however,,
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TABLE V--TACTICAL BAVIORS 1iEPORT BZ SOLDIERS OF DIFFERENT RANKS TO
B: THE MARK OF A GOO) SQUAD LIL),R ON 1ATROL AN) ON T2 MLR

I T& NO. ON PAMhOL ON T19, MLR

PA- A GOOD SQUAD LE ADER Pvt Cpl SfC Pvt Cpl Sfc
TROL MLR IS O1lE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

16 uses a radio and telephone
properly* X** X Z --

19 uses a map and compass
properly Y Y

30 uses good formations on
roads X X X

14 uses good formations
through villages X X

31 uses good formations cros-
sing streams X X ------

41 uses good formations cros-
sing valleys X Y X- ----------

54 uses good formations pas-
sing through wooded areas z Y X

56 uses good formations cros-
sing open areas X X -

51 handles prisoners properly 7

4 uses different routes when
possible Z

10 55 assigns specific men to
act as security X Y Y X

* Behavior wordings have been pararbrased for ease of presentation

with behaviors worded negatively in the original questionnaire re-
worded positively here, See Supplement to this Technical Report
for original wording.

** The symbols X, Y, and Z indicate the attitudes of the three soldier
groups towards the listed behaviors.
X indicates that the behavior was very clearly considered the mark

of a GOOD squad leader. (Significant at the .01 or .001 level
of confidence.)

Y indicates that the behavior was clearly considered the mark of a
GOOD squad leeder. (Significant at the .05 level of confidence.)

Z indicates that the behavior tends to be considered the mark of a
GOOD squad leader. (Significa nt at the .10 level of confidence.)

Belavior not included in that situation.
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TABLE V continued

ITW NO. ON PATROL ON THE MLR

PA- A GOOD S0qUAD L2AD Pvt Cpl 5fc Pvt Cpl Sfc
TROL IMR IS OWE WHO Pfc Sgt Capt Pfc Sgt Capt

49 urges his men to improve
their living and fighting
positions - Y Y Y

57 urges his men to improve
obstacles on enemy
approaches X Y Y

33 makes sure that all key
positions are kept
covered -------- X Y

7 tries to keep in contact
with units on his flanks ----------- X X

54 urges his men to prepare
range cards X X

12 finds out all he can about
friendly and enemy units Y X

106 tells his mer all he knows
about friendly and enemy
units - Y X

23 finds out all he can about
the squads tactical and
logistical situation

67 tells his men all he knows
about the squad's tactical
and logistical situation X X X

45 finds out the correct
challenge and pass word Y X X

96 Tells his men the correct
challenge and pass word -------- X

25 101 urges his men to pass
informtion to him X X X X Y X

35 111 passes information along to
his superiors X X X X

46 takes notes for the patrol
report X 3 X

2 76 knows the exact location of
each man in his command Y Z X X

27 knowB Lht . .ct location of
the patrol X Y X
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TABIR V concluded

IT&11 NO. OFT PATROL ON THE MLR

PA- A GOOD SqUAD LoAIMER Pvt Opl Sfc Pvt Cpl Sfc
TROL MIR IS OTS WHO Pfc Sgt Cart Pfc Sgt Capt

3 tells his men how, when,
and where to move X X X

33 urges his men to retain
contact with one another X X X

9 6 cautions his men to do
nothin, that will reveal
their position to the
enemy X X X Y

7 does not move too fast for
some or all of his men X Z -

47 uses the same man as point
man

50 encoura~es his men through
his words and actions x Y X

37 keeps his men infor.ed as
to the patrols location Z X

94 moves from position to
position checking on his
men X X

18 pays 'particularly close
attention to new men X Y X- ------------

58 pays particularly close
attention to likely
"bug-outs" X

12 117 stays up with his men where
he can lead them X X X Z X Y

59 does not "bug. out" on his
men
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SITUATIONAL DI-F ITECES IV EVALUATIONS OF BEHAVIOPS

As has been stated earlier, combat is not a homogeneous phenomenon.

It differs along various dimensions and these variations are directly

related with proximity to the enemy. The most important of these

dimensions perhaps are psychological stress and physical hardship°, At

one end of the continuum, in the rest area, the soldier is rela'17ely

secure from enemy action and relatively well off in terms of those

material goods and services which make life comfortable. As he moves

towards tlh frout his security decreases as his exposure to enemy action

becomes more likely. At the same time logistical problems materially

decrease the availability of those goods and services which make life

pleasant in rear areas. At the other end of the continuum, in a fire

fight or, more clearly, hand to hand combat, the soldier's insecurity is

at a peak. Life and limb are at stake and concern with, much less the

availability of, material goods and services is at a minimum. It is to

be expected that there will be differences in the type of leadership

expected of the squad leader under these various phases of "combat."

The previous sections of t~is report have dealt with leadership

bc,,dvior in two different situations, on patrol and on the main line of

resistance. These two eituations can be considered near-extremes on the

combat continuum so far as infantrymen are concerned. It is likely that

being on patrol is second only to hand to hand combat in terms of the

amount of stress and hardship it imposes upon the individual soldier.

The patrol is in front of its main iLne, it is moving throurh a no uianu*
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land, and enemy action is momentarily expected if not always forthcoming.

The material resources available to the soldier are at an absolute

minimum and are confined to those items he can carry on his immediate

person. On the other hand being on the main line of resistance involves

relatively less stress or material inconvenience. This was particularly

true of the static tactical situation prevailing during the later stages

of the Korean War. While physical discomfort was always present, par-

ticularly in winter months, psychological stress was largely confined

to times when intermittent enemy rounds shelled the front lines and when

patrol assignments were in the offing. Since the patrol and MLR situ-

ation do differ materially in their demands upon the individual, it is

not unreasonable to eLssume that men's expectations of what they wan

of a sqvad leader also differ in these two situations.

Thirty-one behaviors appeared both in the patrol and IFIR situations.

Oa seventeen of these behaviors there were clear differences in how they

were evaluated by the three rank groups. These differences involve

identification of a behavior as characteristic of a good (or poor)

squad leader in one situation, and equally true of both kinds of leaders

in the other situation. These differences will now be discussed in turn

for tLe four activity areas in which they occur---control activities,

intermediary actIvities, maintenance activities, and tactical activities.

Control Activities.-While on patrol, subordinates expect firm

guidance from their squad leader. This was evidenL flum thcir highly

favorable attitudes towards leaders vho identify with teir superiorts
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orders, (an intermediary activity area behavior) give orders Ln a firm

confident ranner and make sure that their orders are clear. They do

not consider threats to be the mark of a poor squad lep-der in that

situation. Subordinates think a leader should check to see that his

orders are carried out, and should specifically define how his orders

are to be carried out by limiting his men's discretion in the implemen-

tation of the order. At the same tire, subordinates wish to be consulted

in decision making for they clearly prefer leaders who ask their mer

for sugestions, and then, act upon good advice when it is forthcoming.

Thuz, it appears that, when on patrol, subordinates wiah to be con-

sulted in decisions which affect then, yet, at the same time, expect

the actual decisions to be made by the leader.

Subordinate's expectations when on the MLR are somewhat different

and this may well reflect differences in the two situations. 11hile

subordinates again prefer the leader to act the leader, (firm, confident,

clear, etc.) they are clearly less concerned with making themselves heard

in decision making. This is evident from their only slightly favorable

attitude towards leaders who consult with tLeir men and who then act

upon wortiwhile su.estions offered by thebe men. When on the MLR

subordinates are more critical of thrr.ts wi.ich may accompany orders.

And again, in contrast to ,hen oii patrol, subordinates wnen on the MIR,

are less concerned that the squad leader identify with his superior's

orders, or with supervision from their squad leader. While in the

patrol situation subordinates expect little discretion and much super-

vision, in the kLR situation they expect less supervision and, IV
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implication, a great deal of discretion left to them.

The above noted pattern is highly suggestive. It appears that the

greater the physical and psychological stress upon the individual soldier,

the more willing he is to accept firm guidance and direction from his

superiors. Confronted with a new 3ituation, and every patrol is

essentially new, confronted with a stressful situation, and every patrol

involves stress, the rank and file look to their leader for direction.

They expect him to lead. On the other hand, their ives rest upon a

correct decision and so they wish to be consulted, they wish their good

advice heeded by that leader. When the stress diminishes however, as on

the MLR, the soldiers tend to resent direction and supervision from

above. No longer is life and limb at stake. The situation is familiar

and relatively secure. Attempts on the part of the squad leader to

direct, to supervise, are viewed as an imposition, as a restraint to be

avoided. And sinci relatively little is at stake, since a right or

wrong decision will have little affect on his own well being, the

soldier is less vitally interested in being consulted by his squad

leader and in having his squad leader respect his opinions. It should

be pointed out that these shifts are relative rather than absolute.

That is, in both situations the soldier wishes to be consulted, but less

so when little is at stake. The soldier probably always expects some

direction from his leader, but much more when so much is at stake.

The attitudes of superiors towards decision making also tends to

reflect differences in the stress and non-stress situations. The data

suggests that a desire to maintain the prestige of the squad leader or
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a desire to strengthen the chain of command is related to superior's

differences in attitudes in the two situations. In both the stress and

non-stress situations superiors expect the squad leader to give orders in

a firm confident manner, to make sure that orders are clearly understood

and to make sure that orders are promptly and properly carried out. In

contrast to when on the MLR, superiors report that a good squad leader,

when on patrol, can be identified b the fact that he also tolls his man

the "why4 of an order, keeps his men informed as to how well they are

doing and acts upon good suggestions offered by his men. Superiors

report that these three behaviors are as true of poor as of good squad

leaders when on the MLR. Providing knowledge as tc the "why" of an

order, as to the caliber of performance, and acting upon subordinates

suggestions can all be viewed as contributing to the successful accomplish-

ment of the patrolZs mission, even though, to some extent they involve a

leseeaing of the prestige of the leader and an assumption of additional

responsibilities. Superiors do not identify these three behaviors as

the mark of a good squad leader when on the ULR, probably because,

since relatively little is at stake, it is felt to be unwise to infringe

upon the prerogatives of the leader or to violate the chain of command.

Yet, under stress, when the "chips are down," when a -Aise decision and

effective performence are vital, superiors are more willing to recognize

that subordinates may have something to contribute to the accuracy of

the decision. Consistent with this analysis is the fact that superiors

were the ones most critical of squad leaders who accept back-talk from

their men-that is, they wish to maintain the prestige of the leader
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as well as strict lines of authority.

Squad leaders' attitudes show only slight differences in the stress

and non-stress situation, and thewe differences are not inconsistent

with the pattern discussed earlier. Squad leaders consider the absence

of threats and the seeking of suggestions from subordinates to be the

mark of a good squad leader when on the MIR. These behaviors are not

used to distinguish the good from the poor leader when on patrol however.

It would seem that squad leaders expect leaders to show greater con-

sideration for the integrity of their men when in non-stress than when

in a stress situation. The difficult problems encountered by leaders

when on patrol may well predlude greater attention being paid to the

feelings of the rank and file in that situation.

On the other hand, squad leaders considered explaining the "why"

of an order to be the mark of a good squad leader when on patrol, but

as true of poor as it was of good leaders when on the MLR. In this

instance, (and in the whole maintenance of prestige sub-area) squad

leaders views are identical wit. those expressed by superiors, and

the rationale for the shift is probably the same. Thd succese of the

patrol's missi is so essential that it may be necessary to infringe

upon the prerogatives of the leader in order to give the rank and file

that amount of additional information wbich may contribute to their

more effective performance when on patrol.

Intermediary Activities.-Three shifts in attitudes in che stress

and non-stress situations occured in the intermediary activities area.

The one involving subordinatest attitudes towards a squad leaders'
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identification with superiors' orders has been discussed in the previous

section.

The two remaining shifts in attitudes involves men of superior ranks.

When on patrol, superiors indicate that a mark cf a good squad leader

is that he questions orders which seem unreasonable. When on the VIR

however, this behavior is reported to be as true of poor as it was of

ood squad leader, The importence of securin8 a reevaluation of orders

of doubtful wisdom is obviously of greater importance wren on patrol

than when on the MLR. This probably accounts for the attitude shift.

Superiors consider the public criticism of superiors when on the

MLR to be the mark of a poor squad leader, but consider the practice as

true of good as it was of poor leaders when on patrol. Here we see an

apparently more lenienit or tolerant attitude being taken towards the

leaderts beha-,ior when on patrol than when on the MLR, a leniency con-

fined to a non-tactical (public criticism ef superiors) rather than a

-ztical (direct y concerned with accomplishing the combat mission)

problem. Public criticism of superiors however, is not tolerated when

the squad leader is not under stress,

Maintenance Activities.-Subordinates and -quad leaders differed

in their attitu! - towards the retention and care of clothing and equip-

ment in the stress and non-stress situationh, Subordinates indicated

that when on patrol, a good squad leads- could be identified by the fact

that he urged i-As men to retain their belongings as well as urged them

to keep ti.ese beloaginga in ,uu cu. ........ , .nries
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considered these practices to be as true of poor as they were of good

leaders when on the MLR. Thus, and consistent with earlier findings,

subordinates expect their leader to exert greater and stricter control

over his men in a stress than in a non-stress situation.

Squad leaders attitudes were the reverse of that of subordinates,

for while squad leaders considered concern with the retention and care

of belongings the mark of a good squad leader when on the MLR, they

indicated that good and poor leaders were about equally likely to show

this concern when on patrol. Pere again it would appear that squad

leaders feel that the problems of leading men under stress corditions

precludes great attention being given to the relatively fringe area of

supply economy.

Subordinates also showed a tendency to be critical of squad leaders

who discard their own belongings when on the MLR. They indicated that

-ood and poor leaders were about equally likely to abandon such belong-

ings when on patrol. This reflects a more tolerant attitude towards a

leaders' personal conduct when under stress, and a less tolerant

attitude towards his conduct in ti-e relatively secure situation.

Attitudes towards a leaders: checking on his men's physical con-

dition also appears to be related to the type of situation in which it

occurs. Subordinates considered checking on men's physical condition

to be the mark of a good squad leader both when on patrol and when on

the MLR. Squad leaders viewed it as such when on the MLR, but when on

patrol. they indicated that it was as characteristic of poor aa it was of

ood squ,,d leaders. The pressing problems of leading under strens
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conditions may preclude a squad leader frequently checking on his ments

physical condition.

Superiors attitudes towards checking on physical condition were

somewhat different. They considered it to be the mark of a good squad

leader when on patrol, but as true of poor as it was of good squad

leaders when on the MLR. The squad leader, who on patrol, finds the

time to check on his men's physical condition is obviously to be com-

mended. When on the MLR however, it is perhaps a routine operation,

one which does not distinguish the good from the poor leader.

Attitudes towards food and drink were also related to the specific

combat situation. While all ranks agreed that a squad leader should

urge his men to conserve food and water rations when on patrol, little

emphasis was placed upon this behavior when on the MIR. The relative

certainty and abundance of food and water when on the MLR may well

preclud6 emphasis upon their conservation.

Concern with the consumption of native foods or with native sources

of drinking water was also somewhat different in the patrol and MIR

situation. No consistent pattern however, was evident. It should be

remembered that the data was gathered from men who served in Korea

and since r tood habits of native Koreans and Americans are quite

different, there was relatively little desire on the part of the soldier

to consume native food or liquor, This was particularly true inasmuch

as the soldiers frequently indicated amaz3ment, if not disgust, with

Koua ;,taacta:d3 of foc- rieparet-in And cleanliness.
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Tactical Activities.-Two behaviors in the tactical activities area

were viewed differently when on patrol and when on the MLR. Squad

leaders indicated that the mark of a good squad leader in both situations

was the fact that he knew exactly where each of his men was located.

Subordinates agreed with this evaluation when on the MLR but felt that

poor leaders were as likely as good leaders to know the whereabouts of

their men when on patrol., This more leniint attitude of subordinates

when on patrol is surprising for we might expect them to place great

emphasis upon a leader having such knowledge. In sme respects how-

ever, such: knowledge is more readily secured when on patrol than when on

the MLR. When on patrol, it is essential that the men retain contact

with one another for their own personal safety. T1as, it is to the

advantage of the individual soldier himself, to make his wrereabouts

known to his leader. When on the MLR however, the individual soldier

has a ;reater incentive to conceal hirself from his leader. Possible

assignments to work details place high value upon remaining concealed.

Superiors indicated that tnowledge as to the whereabouts of his

men was the mark of a good squad leader when on patrol, but as true

of poor as it was of good leaders when on the lR. Certainly it is

more important to have this knowledge when on patrol than when on the

MR. The relative availability of this knowledge in the two situations

may not be fully appreciated by saperiors.

Men of all ranks agreed that a leader should urge his men to do

nothing that would reveal their position to the enemy when on patrol.
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Only superiors were highly commendatory of such concern when on the

MIA. Subordinates and squad leaders indicated that such behavior was

as true of poor as it was of good squad leaders when on the MLR. Thus,

they apparently show little concern with such extreme precautions when

there is relatively little danger to the men concerned. Men interviewed

on the MLR frequently indicated tll.at "we know where they (the enemy) are

and they know where we are." In view of such an evaluation cf the enemy's

level of information, there is little to be gained by cautioning men not

to litter the front of the MIX or by cautioning them against smoking

in the open. Again, consistent with earlier findings, subordinates are

willing to accept, even expect, directio4 and supervision from above

when they realize that much is at stake.
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ANK DI 7FERUICTS IN LVALUMTIONS OP? BTAVIOFS

WLile the soldiers included in this study all served in front line

rifle platoons, they differed in the positions they occupied with

reference to squad leaders. Their rank provided a guide as to tle

position they occupied. Some were subordinate to squad leaders, others

squad leaders, and still others superior to squad leaders. As was to be

expected, the squad leadership expectations of the men in these three

groups frequently differed. In this section the unique leadership

expectations of the three rank groups are briefly summarized.

Subordinates: Soldiers of subordinate ranks were second only to

those of superior ranks in their certainty as to what a squad leader

should do, both when on patrol and when on the MLR. 3 That is, sub-

ordinates frequently and clearly identified a behavior as being

desirable or undesirable. An examination of the behaviors so evaluated

gives some clues as to the psychology of the rank and file when in combat.

As has been pointed out earlier, subordinates expect close super-

vision and direction from their leader when on patrol, but resent such

3The relative certainty of superiors may well reflect their leader-

ship training in NCO school or in OCS as well as, to a lesser extent,
their greater opportunity to observe and compare a number of squad
leaders in action. The relative certainty of subordinates may well
reflect their having a clear conception of what they expect of a leader
and t 1 is ideal probably rests in a great extent upon their need to
protect their own interests rather than their having had formal leader-
ship training or the opportunity to observe and compare a number of squad
leaders in action. Moreover, this idealism is not tempered by a first
hand knowledge of the pressures on the squad leader in combat.
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supervision and direction when on the MLR. They wish their opinions to

be sought and respected by the leader when on patrol but again place

little emphasis upon the behaviors when on the MLR.

Attitudes of subordinates towards behaviors confined to the MLR

situation also show interesting patterns. Subordinates show relatively

little enthusiasm for house.:eeping, such as the retention and c-.ze of

clothing and equipment, personal cleanliness, and food and water discipline.

Favoritism is selectively criticized by subordinates. While they show

little interest in discrimination in the distribution of clothing, equip-

ment and food, they are quite sensitive to it in the areas of details,

guard duty, and the luxury areas of PX rations and recreational oppor-

tunities. This probably reflects the fact that the equitable distribution

of necessities is insured by their tangible quality as well as by

established and supervised rules of procedure imposed by the squad as

a whole and even by superiors.

Subordinetes also show relatively little interest in certain

tactical activities particularly when on the MLR. They are unconcerned

with the broader combat picture, the location, strength, and activities

of other military units, but they are vitally interested in their units

future. They show relatively little interest in keeping in contact

with adjoining units, with the preparation of range cards, or with be-

having in such a manner as to reduce the liklihood of revealing the

unit's position to the enemy. When on patrol they show little interest

in krowing the patrol's position. When on patrol, and particularly
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wLen on the LR, subordinates show little interest in tie maintaining

of security.

On the positive side, and in addition to what has been pointed

out above, subordinates show great interest in their leader's efforts to

defend his men in their relations with superiors. This is evident in

their favorable attitudes towards leaders who question superior's orders

and who "buck for their men" with reference to the necessities and lux-

uries of combat living,, Subordinates are also highly sensitive to

friction within the squad and laud leaders who attempt to minimize such

fric tt one.

In the strictly tactical sense, subordinates stand out in their

concern with the effective deployment of men under various terrain

conditions.

jmad Leaders: Compared to men of subordinate and superior ranks,

men of squad leader ranks were relatively uncertain as to what a squad

leader should do. That is, men of squad leader ranks were the ones

most inclined to identify a behavior as being about as true of good

as it was of poor squad leaders While this pattern was evident in the

NiLR situation, it was most apparent in the patrol situation. On

approximately one-third of the patrol situation behaviors, the evaluat-

ions of subordinates and superiors were more in agreement with one

another (either favorable or unfvorable) than were the responses of

either with squad leader's responses (uncertain). (See Tables I-V in

Suppl. ant.) An examination of the patrol behaviors exhibiting this

pattern gives some clues as to the psychology of squad leacters when on

patrol.
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Compared to subordinates and superiors, squad leaders place less

emphasis upon the desirability of: letting men know how they stand

with reference to their performance, taking the advice of '.heir men,

explaining the why of an order, and admitting when they are wrong.

Squad leaders, (as well as superiors) also were relatively indifferent

to the seeking of advice from subordinates. Thus, it would appear that

squad leaders are concerned with nmintaining the prestige of the leader

for they do ijot show approval of those behaviors which might tend to

lessen that prestige in the eyes of their men,

Squad leaders were also relatively alone in their uncritical

attitude towards whining and griping when receiving orders and towards

the criticizing of superiors, though subordinates also showed indif-

ferdnce towards this behavior g They may well feel tht these are the

inalienable rights of all soldiers, squad leaders not excepted. The

awkward interridiary position of the squad leader was also evident in

their failure to identify the questioning of unreasonable orders as the

mark of a good squad leader, an evaluation made both by subordinates

and superiors. Here squad leaders may be underestimating the receptivity

of superiors to such questioning, or they may feel that all leaders,

poor as well as good, question such orders as a matter of course.

Compared to subordinates and superiors, squad leaders also placed

less emphasis upon the desirability of motivating subordinates and

being friendly and smiling when with them, understandably difficult

in times of stress. Squad leaders were alone in their relative unconcern
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with new men, potential bug-outs, or with those of their men who might

be sick or injured. Concern with supply economy when on patrol was

also of least interest to men of squad leader rank. The securing and

transmitting of information was of more concern to subordinates and

superiors thpn to squad leaders.

The apparent unconcern ef men of squad leader rank towards these

leadership functions-tneir attributing of these behaviors as often to

poor as to good squad leaders warrants an explanation. An examination

of the data (See Tables VI-X in the Supplement) reveals that men of squad

leader ranks are less critical of leaders they have rated "poor" and

more critical of leaders they have rated "good" than are men of either

subordinate or superior ranks. Men of squad leader ranks attribute

desirable behaviors more often to Poor leaders, and undesirable behaviors

less often to Rgor leaders than do men of subordinate or superior ranks.

On the other hand, they attribute desirable behaviors less often to

good leaders and undesirable behaviors more often to goo leaders than

do men of subordinate or superior ranks. Squad leader's attitudes may

rest on a number of bases.

1. Soldiers of squad leader ranks may feel a need to defend the

actions of squad leaders they have rated "poor". They may nave been

squad leaders themselves, and consequently wan to justify their own

shortcomings; or thcy may feel a need to defend others of like ranks,

particularly since tkese others experienced and shared the hazards and

discomforts of front line combat. T'rus, they would be inclined to re-

port tkat poor squad leaders rerformed desirable acts more frequently,
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and undesirable acts less frequently, than was reported by men of sub-

ordinate and superior ranks.

2. Soldiers of squad leader rank may not fully recognize the many

desirable acts performed by squad leaders they have rated "good". Thebe

may be acts which are routinely performed, and while not looming prom-

inent in the eyes of squad leaders, are iecognized end appreciated by

those above and below them in the platoon. Cn the other hand, soldiers

of Lquad leader rank may be recog..izing the humanness of these squad

leaders by attributing undesirable acts tc them somewhat more frequently

than was attributed by men of subordinate and superior ranks.

3. Soldiers of squad leader ranks, may have a better knowledge

of the restricted range in which all squad leaders have to operate.

Many have been squad leaders. Consequently, they are the ones most

likely to be aware of the problems faced by squad leaders--the con-

flicting demands of subordinates and superiors, the difficulties of

operating under physical and emotional stress of combat, and the like-

than are men of subordinate and superior ranks. Thus, men of squad

leader rank may feel that all squad leaders are doing all that they can

or should do. The contrary evaluation of subordinate6 and superiors

suggests that men of squad leader rank either do not appreciate the needs and

expectations of those above and below them, or %hat subordinates and

superiors do not fully appreciate LhQ problems of combat leadership.

4. Another explanation lies in the actions of the squad leaders

themselves. All squad leaders may be uncertain as to the best way of
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handling particular problems which confront them while on patrol, and

perhaps, good and poor leaders may no differ in how they handle these

problems, If they do not differ, then men have little actual basis for

differentiating between good and poor leaders on a given behavior. Men

of squad leader ranks famailiar with the actualities hesitate to make

evaluations, whereas subordinates and superiors, having an ideal before

them, make differential evaluation judgments. I
5. ,en of squad leader ranks may have the least opportunity to

observe and compare the performance of a number cf squad leaders, and

lacking such opportunity, they may be inclined to use a less rigid

standard when evaluating 3quad leader performance. Thus there would be

relatively few behaviors upon which they would differentiate good and

poor leaderoo

Up to this point the isolated position of men of squad leader ranks

with reference to those above and below them has been discussed in some

detail. An examination of their attitudes towards other behaviors gives

some clues ac to squad leader's psychology when in combat.

In many instances, men of squad leader ranks agree with men of sub-

ordinate ranks on what a squad leader should do. For example, both

groups are critical of leaders who threaten their men. On the other

hand, they both agree that a squad leader should defend his men in their

relations with superiors, that is, "bucks" for his men, with reference

to work details, clothing and equipment, PX rations, and opportunities

for recreation. Squad leaders and their men both indicate that a good

squad leader is impartial, by insurinE that work details, the burden of
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heavy equipment, PX rations, and recreational opportunities are fairly

apportioned among the men. They also agree that a good squad leader

shares the burden of guard duty with his men when the squad is short

handed. When on patrol, both squad leaders and their men emphasize

the importance of effective deployment as well as a rate of movement

consistent with the ability of the men.

On the other hand, both squad leaders and their men were relatively

unconcerned with public criticism of superiors or, when on the MLR, with

the need to keep men sober, with showing interest in men's personal

problems, or with precautions against revealing the squad's position to

the enemy. Both groups considered these four behaviors to be as character-

istic of puor as they were of good squad leaders.

In some instances men of squad leader ranks agree with men of sup-

erior ranks as to what a squad leader should do. For exazple, toth

indicate that the mark of a good squad leader is that he exercises close

supervision over his men when on the MIR. Both believe a squad leader

should criticize his men in private and accept no "back-talk" from his

men. Both squad leaders and superiors would give subordinates wide

leeway in the carrying out of orders whnn on patrol. Squad leaders and

superiors agreed cn the importance of supply economy when on the MLR.

or. the necessity for maintaining high standards of health and sanitation,

and on the need to insure that men exercise care in the handling of

weapons and ammunition. In the strictly tactical sense squad leaders

and superiors frequently agreed. Both indicated that a good squad

leader insures that security is posted ani supervised, contact is
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maintained with units on the squad's flanks, and that men prepere range

cards. The larger combat picture, that is, concern with the location,

strength, and activities of other units was also of concern to both

squad leaders and their superiors.

Squad leaders and superiors frequently agreed in their indications

that specific behaviors were as characteristic of poor as they were of

good squad leaders. For e;arnple, both agreed that good and poor leaders

were equally likely to direct orders to specific people, to seek sug-

gestions from 3ubordinates when on patrol, and to act on suggestions and

advice when on the FIR,. Squad leaders and superiors both indicated that

good and poor leaders tried to keep their men cheerful and tried to keep

the men in their squad a harmonious group. With reference to worl details,

both also agreed that good and poor leaders were about equally likely to

oxcuse sick men and to work alongside their men when the squad was short

handed. Both indicated that when on the LR all squad leaders did not

hesitate to question orders which seemed unreasonable.

Men of squad leader ranks alone showed great concern with as to

how and with whom squad leaders spend their free time. They indicated

that the Lood squad leader spends his spare time with his men, rather

than with otLers of like rank, and with all of ie men, rather than

with certain buddies he may have in the squad.

Siperiors: Soldiers of superior ranks were the ones most certain

as to what a squad leader should do both when on patrol and when on the

MIR. That is, aupefrequen moot and most clearly identified a
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behavior as being desirable or undesirable. An examination of the be-

iaviors so evaluated gives some clues as to the psychology of platocn

sergeants and platoon leaders wheii in combat.

As has been pointed out earlier, superiors expect the squad leader

to exert strict control and supervision over his men, both when on

patrol and when on the MLR. They are intolerant of the acceptance of

"back-talk" on the part of the squad leader. They most clearly expect

the leader to be courageous. Thus, it would appear that they expect

the leader to live up to tke conventional picture of a leader and maia-

tain that prestige usually accorded the leader.

On the other 1hand, superiors show little interest in a leader's

attempts to buck for his men by goin, to his superiors on his monte s

behalf. This is particularly evident with reference to the necessities

and luxuries of combat living--clothing, equipment, PX rations, and

recreational opportunities. They show little interest In the manner n

which these goods are distributed.

Superiors show relatively little appreciation of the fact that

dissension may rent a squad asunder and that leaders must take steps to

reduce this dissension. They also fail to appreciate the fact that the

rank and file expect the leader to "pitch in and help" on guard duty and

even work details when the squad is short handed. This perhaps is

related to superior's concern with maintaining the prestige of the

leader noted above. r
In contrast to the attitudes of subordinates, superiors show great

concern wnith housekeeping, such as the retention end care of cioting
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and equipment, personal cleanliness, and food and water discipline.

As is to be expected, superiors also show the greatest concern with

strictly tactical matters, both when on patrol and when on the MLR.

Such things as maintenance of contact with neighboring units, preparation

of range car&s, awareness of the larger tactical picture, were of great

concern to superiors.
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POSSIBLE ArPLICATI1' OF RESULTS

In considering the usefulness of these findings to the Army it is

necessary to keep clearly in mind current Army doctrine in the area of

small group leaaersAip. F22-.10, Leadership and FM22-100, Command And

Leadersbip For The Saml) Unit Leader are representative of the various

Army publications currently dealing v'itlh this problem. References to

Army leadership doctrine will be based oi the material found in these

two manuals.

At the outset it must be stated that the findings of this research

Cenerally do not contradict or conflict with Army leadership doctrine.

The primary value of this report rests in the fact that it (1) points

up leadership problems which are givet little if any consideration under

current Army doctrine; (2) indicates the relative acceptability to

soldiers of different ranks, of leadership techniques already recognized.

by the Army and the implication this has for changing leadership train-

ing; (3) reveals the extent to which squad leaders are reported as

utilizin, good leadership techniques.

I. Leadership Problems Identified in this Research but Receiving Little

if Any Mention in FM22-10 or -M22-10.

A. leadership bpectations are Releted to Rank: It was hypothesized

earlier that soldiers of different rank would hold different attitudes

toward specific leadership techniques. Nowhere does FM22-10 or FM22-100

deal directly or specifically with this problem of the relative accept-

ability of leadership tecnniques to eoidi6Ur dr^i !eiLi in Uhi" G.... t
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in the military organization. The nearest statement to the above is the

repeated admonition to "try to understand tbe problems, military or

personal, of your men" and "make a conscientious effort to become person-

ally acquainted with your men, and recognize their individual differences".

Evidence presented in this report indicates that wbile in some in-

stances subordinates, squad leaders, and superiors a:ree on what they

expect of a leader, in many other cases there were differences in their

respective expectations. That is, soldiers of different rank do in fact

hold different attitudes owards specific leadership techniques. These

differences primarily reAect differences in emphasis as to the desir-

ability of sp.cific leadership techniques rather than outright conflict

in attitudes cowards thece leadersip techniques.

The fact that disagreement exists, even in its milder form of

differences of emphasis, points up an important problem for leadership.

It indicates that there is great likliLood that one party in a leader-

ship situation (e.g. squad leader) does not always fully appreciate the

needs and expectations of the other two parties, (e.g. subordinates and

superiors). To the extent that one party is not able to put itself in H
the shoes of the other parties, communication between the parties is

hampered, cooi eration and coordination reduced, and the successful

attainment of the tactical mission jeopardized. The leader who is

unaware of the expectations of those above and below him in the military

organization is as likely as not to act in a manner inccmpatible with

those expectations, even when he is not compelled to do so. koreover, if

the expectations of those above and below him conflict, being unaware
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of that conflict, he will probably make little effort to reconcile that

conflict.

It would seem wise then to emphasize in a leadership training

program that points of view vary with position in the leadership situ-

ation and that cooperation and harmony are facilitated when soldiers

know, appreciate, and take into account the points of view of others.

Data available in this report throve light upon the specific needs and

expectations of the three groups most directly concerned with leader-

ship,, the squad leader, those above him, and those below hir. 4

B. The Leader is in a Difficult Position: While FM22-10 and

5122-100 carefully outline what the leader should do in the form of

traits, principles and techniques, at no point does it make any mention

or show any appreciation of the difficu t and ambivalent position in

which the leader finds himself when under stress. These difficulties

apparently arise from the fact that under the conditions of physical

hardship and psychological stress the leader must behave in a manner

acceptable to both those above and below him in the military organization.

Our data reveals that sqaad leaders are relatively less certain as

to what to do in a stress (patrol) situation. As has been pointed out

earlier subordinates and superiors frequently indicated what behavior

they expect of a leader wken on patrol. Squad leaders, on the other

hand, just as frequently failed to differentiate between good and poor

4This point is emphasized by recent work in manufacturing )lants

of the International barvester Company. Se. Fleishman, h. A. Ceader-.
ship Ciiujat.;, u.' , .. cl.,i.,..T,,.i,,m -- ir Spervisory Behavior.'
Personnel Psychology 1953, 6, 205-222
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leaders on these behaviors. WA-at is clearly suggested here is a lck

of appreciation on the part of those above and below the leader of the

many difficult problems confronting the leader when on patrol. It appeals

that the expectations of subordinates and superiors may be out of line

with what can actually be done.

On the one hand this suggests that subordinates and superiors must

be given a fuller appreciation of the problems of leadership under stress

conditions. This could be done by incorporating these findings into the

basic training as well as OCS curriculum. Such greater appreciation

might well scale down what is expected of the leader under stress. On

the other hand, squad leaders must be shown that the leadership eipect-

ations, particularly of subordinates, increase rather than decrease

during times of stress. Squad leaders, consequently, must be urged to

tailor their leadersiip techniques to the particular situation-for

example exacting greater control and indicating greater certainty and con-

fidence when on patrol. This may well call for a more exacting selection

of men for leadership positions in stress situations, a selection which

incorporates knowledge of the psychological variables contributing to

effective performance under stress.
5

C. Leadership Expectations are Related to the Stress Involved: It

was hypothesized earlier that a soldier's attitude towards specific leader-

ship techniques would be related to the type of situation in which that

5Robert ,. Egbert, et al, "The Claracteristics of Fighters and Non-
Fighters," Human Research Unit No. 2., OCAFF, Technical Report. An in-
formation report of 26 March 1954 is available.
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technique is performed. While Fp22-100 and particularly FM22-10 deal

with situational differences to some extent, they nowhere indicate that

situational differences affect attitudes towards control and discipline.

Evidence presented earlier indicates a striking situational difference

in the attitudes of subordinates towards control from their leader. When

on patrol, that is, in a relatively stressful situation, subordinates are

willing to accept, in fact, demand strong firm direction and guidance

from their leader. To some extent when on patrol, sq.ad leade:s and

superiors are even very willing to give subordinates greater leeiray and

discretion than subordinates are willing to assume. On the oth r hand,

subordinates apparently resent and chaff under close direction and

supervision when the stress is reduced, that is, when on the MLR.

The bulk of the soldier's time however, both in the ZI and over-

seas, is spent in non-stress situations. The appar3nt reluctance of the

rank and file to accept rigid discipline under such circumstances may be

of great concern to the military. But this opposition is confined to non-

stress situations, When the need for discipline is great, as when under

stress, the men will submit toit, This information should reassure those

in the military who feel that any breach of discipline in the non-stress

situation will inevitably have unfortunate consequences in the stress

situation. It should stimulate reappraisal of some basic concepts

concerning discipline. This is not to argue that discipline should be

de-emphasized in basic training, but to point out that discipline train-

ing is supplemented and buttressed by psychological needs when the "ci.ips
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are down," with the result that cooperation is facilitated.

In some respects the Army's attitude with reference to discipline

is contrary to that which would be in line with these findings-in

actual practice the closer the situations are to actual combat, the less

emphasis there is upon discipline. Mauldin's cartoons depicting the

combat veteran's resentment against the strict enforcement of military

courtesy and discipline in rear areas has strong bases in fact. Nhere

the eoldier wants direction and guidance it is often lacking. Where the

soldier is inclined to resent direction and guidance, there it is imposed.

D. The Leader has Superiors as Well as Subordinates: FM22-10 and

Th22-100 outline principles which should 8uide the leader in his relation

with his subordinates. Yet the leaderfs unit is part of a larger unit.I

For example, the squad is part of a platoon. The platoon leader is theI]
squad leader's leader and the relation between these two sets of leaders

poses unusual problems which are only dealt with indirectly in FM22-10

or FM22-100, under the principle "employ your command in accordance

with its capabilities".

A squad leader receives orders from his superiors. It is his

function to implement these orders. But in order to implement these

orders, it is necessary to reevaluate themfirst in order to understand

what is expected and second in order to consider these orders in the

light of his understanding of his "commands capabilities". Army

doctrine indicates great concern with the leader's prompt and proper

i.!ementAtion of superiors t orders but yet tends to ignore the fact
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that every leader, explicit~y or implicitly, must carefully evaluwte these

orders before attempting to implement them. This reevaluation of the

order is difficult however, for a questioning of superior's orders is,

by inference, also a questioning of the skill and wisdom of the superior.

Army doctrine does not openly recognize the need for a leader's question-

ing or reevaluating of a superi rls decisions.

The bulk of the leaders described in this study do in fact question

orders whicrh they deem unclear or unreasonable. Questioning of unclear"

orders was approved by all groups. Questioning of "unreasonable" orders

however, was not approved by men of squad leader rank, probably because

such questioning involves a more direct challenge to the wisdom of

superiors. Yet, superiors approved such questioning. The fact that

squad leaders appeared to be hesitant to question orders which appear

"unreasonable" su&Gests that squad leaders either (1) misjudge superiors

attitudes towards the reevaluation of orders or (2) superiors in effect

do not sanction reevaluation of orders on the part of subordinate

leaders. In either case it appears that Army doctrine should be cognizant

of the problem by urging leaders to evaluate superiors orders rather 4
than blindly conforming and by urging superiors to permit if not

encourage subordinate leaders to reevaluate orders in the ligbt of their

knowledge of their "command's capabilities".,

II. Attitudes Towards Leadership Techniques Inferred from P1422-10 and

122-100 and Their Implications For Modifying Leadership Instruction.

Army leadership doctrine as outlined in FM22-10 and FM22-100

present a number of leadership principles and tecLxites. Thc bulk off
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the behaviors analyzed in this report can be identified in theoc

two field manuals. This report provides informatiop as to the extent to

which soldiers in the field recognize and approve of these leadership

techniques. To the extent that soldiers in the field recognize and approve

of these leadership techniques, we can assume that official Army leader-

ship doctrine has been substantiated. To the extent that all soldiers

in the field recognize the desirability of these leadership techniques,

we can assume that harmony within a rifle platoon is increased and its

effective combat performance facilitated.

A. Some Leadership Techniques are Considered Distinguishing Marks

of Good Squad Leaders by All Soldiers: Many of the leadership techniques

outlined in this report were identified as a mark of a good squad leader

by squad leaders as well as by those in positions subordinate and superior

to that of squad leaders. That is, these behaviors vere reportedly Poer-

formed more frequently by squad leaders rated "good" than by squad leaders

rated "poor," and the differences between the leaders were statistically

significent. These techniques, since they are undoubtedly accep~able to

all men in the field, can be emphasized Jn those training programs designed

to instruct the basic soldier, the squad leader, or platoon headquarters

personnel. These behaviors are listed in Appendix A.

B. Some Leadership Techniques are Considered Distinpuishin, Marks

of Good Squad Leaders by Some Soldiers but not b Others: Many of the

leadership techniques outlined in this report were identified as a mark

of a good squad leader by one rank group but not by another. (With one

exception, these differences in point of view were differences in
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emphasis rather than outriglt confl'Act.6 For example, one rank group

considered the behavior tu be the distinguishing mark of a good squad

leader while the other group considered the behavior to be about as true

of a poor as of a gooC squad leader.) These differences in point of view

are a potential source of ill feeling within a rifle platoon. Since

such ill feeling mayvull leosen the platoon's combat effectiveness, It

l uld seem well to attempt to reconcile these differences.

Such a reconciliation may be attained by changing the attitudes of

any or all of the three rank groups involved in this leadcrship situation.

Instruction can be focused upon the ,quad leader, upon those below the

squad leader, or upon those above the squad leader. In some instances the

attitude change involves the approval of leadership techniques previously

not identified as the distinguishing marks of a good squad leader. In

other instances, the change involves the relinquishing of leadership

techniques previously judged to be the diatinguishing marks of a good

squad leader. These behaviors are listed in Appendices B, C, D, E, F,

and G.

III. Overall Combat Performance of Squad Leaders.

Data available in thiu report seems to indicate that squad leaders

are generally rated as being above avrage by trose soldiers who have

had the best opportunity to observe these squad leaders in action. L ore-

over, these rated squad leaders more often performed desirable behaviors

6Superiors indicated that "keeping men occupied" was the mark of a
good squad leader. Squad leaders indicated that such behavior was the
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than they performed undesirable behaviors. It would thus appear that in

the eyes of those soldiers who have the best opportunity to know, combat

squad leaders in the Korean War have performed well.

Three qualifications are necessary to the above statement however.

First, it must be remenbered that soldiers were interviewed some months

following their actual combat experience. This lapse of time may well

have resulted in more charitable evaluations of squad leader's overall

performance, overestimations of the frequency with which these leaders

performed desirable behaviors, and underestimations of the frequency

with which these leaders periormed undesirable behaviors.

Second, soldiers rated squad leaders who they had observed as squad

leaders for at least one month. Undoubtedly this has eliminated from

consideration really poor squad leaders who would have been removed from

the position of leader prior to that time. This has resulted in this

study being confined to an examination of only those squad leaders who

have performed well enough to retain command of a squad for at least one

month.

While it might be argued that the high ratings received ty the squad

leaders discussed in this study reflects favorably upon the Army"ri current

leadership training program rather then the result of a "weeding out

process taking place in combat," available evidence indicates to the

contrary. Research conducted with combnt uaiiLs in Korea recently

revealed that (1) there is considerable turnover in personnel filling

the position of squad leader and (2) less than 10O of all men had



received formal laadership training of any kind.7

Tiird, the relct-vely high frequency with which squad leaders are

reported to have performed desirable behaviors also probably reflects

the fact that frequency of performance was based on the numbe: of squad

leaders who isually or always performed a given behavior. It is likely

ttat few iquad leaderr, particularly those left in charge of a combat

squad for one month or more, usually or always perform undesirable

behavlors.

In conclusion, the reader sbould bear in mind that the data gathered

from cnbs.t veterans of the Korean War amplifies existin, knowledge

about leadrrship in two aspects of comat-the st.essful patrol situation

and the relatively non-stressful MIR situation. The material presented

here can be utilized in the basic training program as well, as in the

various leadership training programs now conducted by the Army-for

example NCO school and OCS. These findings can be incorporated into

current training programs via lec+ures, field manuals, field problems and

other training aids. It would also seem desirable to bring these find-

ings to the attention of soldiers in TO&E units in order that they may i

take them into account when performing their duties in their units.

7Rodney A. Clark and Martha B. Myers, "A Description of Combat Rifle
Squads on the Xorean IM1 D)ur.ng the WinL - f -V
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APPNDIX A

Leadership Techniques Considered Distinaiuishing Marks Of Good Squad

Leaders-By All Soldiers:

Many of the leadership techniques outlined in this report were

identified as a mark of a good squad leader by soldiers of all three

rank groups. These techniques, since they are acceptable to all men in

the field, can be emphasized when training soldiers to fill the position

of the squad leader or positions subordinate or superior to that of the

squad leader.

Subordinates, squad leaders, and superiors agree that when on the

MR, a GOOD squad leader can be distinguished by the fact that he-

gives orders in a firm confident manner.
makes sure that his orders are clearly understood.
asks subordinates for suggections. 1

admits when he is wrong.

questions unclear ordcrs.

tries to get food for nis men.
tr-ies to get weapon clsaning material for his men.

recommends decoratione for deserving men.
recommends promotious for deserving men.

inquires about future work details and guard duty.
iiiquir-a about the future plans of his unit.

tells M'is men what he knows about the unit's fPue plans.

tells new men about the squad's past and likely future.

introduces the new men to the older men.

cautions older men to look out for the new men.

iSee A2 'PEDIX C for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
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raker, sure that his men have adequate clothing and equipment.

keeps Li, clothing and equipment in good condition.
keeps himself clean.

makes sure that when showers are available his men take them.

makes sure that latrines are prepared and used.
makes sure that his men use prophylactics when exposed.

malces sure that his men test-fire and zero-in their weapons.

makes sure that his men have adequate food and water.

trains his men to work as a team.
trains each man to know every other man's job,

teaches his men about tactics, weapons, etc.
tries to increase his own knowledge. 1'

urges his men to improve their living and fighting position.

urges his men to improve obstacles on enemy approaches.

tells his men all he knows about friendly and enemy units.

tells his men all he knows about the squad's tactical and
logistical situation.

finds out the current challenge and password.

urges his men to pass information to him.

stays up with his men where he can lead them.

Subordinates, squad leaders, and superiors agree that when on patrol

a GOOD squad leader can be distinguished by ha fact that he -

gives orders in a firm confident manner.

makes sure that his orders are clearly understood.

checks o see that his orders are promptly and properly carried
out o

explains, whenever possible, the "why" of an order.
3

3See AIP9fDIX D for attitudes towards this behavior when on the MIR.3See A-1PL7DIX C for ettitudes towards this behavior when on the MLR,
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Vt admits when he Is wrong.

questions unclear orders.

keeps his clothing and oquipment in good condition.
makes sure ithat his men conserve their food and water rations,.

4

uses radio and telephone properly,

uses good formations on roads.
uses good formations crossing valleys.
uses good formatiori passing through wooded areas.

urges his men to pass informaticn to him.

takes notes for the patrol repor'l,

knows the exact location of the patrol.

tells his men how, when, and where to move.
urges his men to retain contact with one another.
cautions his men to do nothing that will reveal their position ito the enemyo5

encourages his men through his worjs and actions.

pays particularly close attentLion to new men.

stays up wit-i his men where he can lead them,

4 Reported by all soldiee to be as true of poor as of good squad
lta'y wh= on the MI-Rz

5See AEP-i 1DX 'T for attitudes towards this behavior when on the ML ,
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r t APPNDIX B

Leadership Techniques Which Soldiers In A Squad And Squad Leaders

Consider To Be The Distinguishing Marks Of Good Squad Leaders But Which

Are Not So Identified BY Soldiers In -The Platoon -eadquarters:

Many of the leadership techniques used in this study have been

ident;fied as the distinguishing marks of a good squad leader by sub-

o.-dinates and squad leaders but have not been so identified by superiors.

Soldiers in platoon headquarters should recognize the fact that squad

leaders and their men alike expect squad leeders to employ the leaderohip

techniques listed below. Squad leaders and t&eir men, on the other hand,

should be made aware of tLe fact that the combat situation may make it

difficult for soldiers In platoon headquarters to fully appreciate and

respect their wish for squad leaders to employ thi leaderehip techniques,

listed below.

When on the MLR--

does not threaten his men.
6

objects when his men are pyat on too many details.

tries to get clean clothing for his mer.
tries to get clothing and equipment for his men.

tries to get PX rationL for his men.
objects when his men have too few recreational opportunities.

goes on guard when the squad is shorthandOed.

is fair when assigning men to details.

6Reported by all soldiers to 'e as true of poor as of good squad
lcacder 'when nn matrol.
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9 is fair when apportioning PX rations.
is fair when apportioning opportunities for recreation.

checks on his men's physical condition.
7

8
knows the exact location of each man in his command,

When on patrol-

rotates the job of carrying heavy equipment or weapons.

uses a map and compaes properly.

does not move too fast for some or all of his men.

uses good formations through villages.
uses good formation crossing streams.
uses good formations crossing open areas.

A! T,-LL W. IX G :o r aitudes towards ttas behavior when on patrol.
8 See APPENDIX D for attitudes towards this behavior wh.en on patrol.
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AFP MIX 0

Leaderel ip Techniques Which Soldiers In A Squad Consider To Be The

DistinguishinK Vrk2 Of A Good Squad Leader Dat Which Atm Not So Ident-

ified By Squad Leaders Or Soldiers In The Platoon Headquarters:

Many of the leadership techniques used in this study have been

identified as the distinguishing marks of a good squad leader by sub-

ordinates, but I.ave not been so identified by squad leaders and

superiors. Squad leaders should employ, and soldiers in platoon head-

quarters should urge squad leaders to employ, the leadership techniques

listed below. Soldiers in the squads, on the other kand, should be

made aware of the fact that the combat situation may make it difficult

for squad leaders to employ the leadership technIques listed below,

and for soldiers in platoon h:eadquarters to appreciate and respect their

wish to I-ave squad leaders perform these techniques.

When on the MLR-

direct his orders to specific people.

does not "ride" his men.

compliments his men when they do well and chews them out when
they do poorly.9

acts upon good suggestions offered by subordinates. 1 0

explains, whenever possible, the "why" of an order.11

questions unreasonable orders.1 2

9See APPtINDIX G for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
l.A. A...... . t f ~ii. ttd Ut rl'is behavior wlien on patrol.
12See APPEMDIX A for attitudes towards this behavlor when on patroli,1 2 See APPENDIX G for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
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inquires about future recreational opportunities.

helps his men on work details.

tries to keep his men cheerful..

excuses from detail, men who are sick whenever possible.

tries to settle arguments that arise in the aquaa.
tries to discourage the formation of incompatible cliques in

the squaad.

does not *bandon or discard any of his own clothing or equip-

stays sober himself.

cautions his men not to consume native food or liquor. 1

tells hiis men the current challenge and password.

When on patrol-

asks subordinates for suggestions.- 5

identifies with his superior's orders.l

cautions his men to purify questionable water.17

13Reported by a21 soldiers to be as true of poor as of good squad
leader ~when on patrol.

1ee APPJ,,DIX F for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
15see APPINDIX A for attitudes towards this behavior when on the M4LR.
l~ieported by all soldiers to be as true of poor as of good squad

leaders when on the MIR. h

UtJ.LUdU iowards i~his behavior when on the MIJR.
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APP-DIX D

Leadership Techniques Which Squad Leaders And Soldiers In The Platoon

Headquarters Consider To Be The Die tin uishin. Marks Of A Good Squad

Leader But Which Are Not So Identified By Soldiers In The Sguad:

Many of the leadership techniques used in this study have been

identified as the distinguishing mark of a good squad leader by squad

leaders and superiors but have not been so identified by subordinates.

Soldiers in the squads stould be made aware of the fact that the combat

situation may make it necessary for squad leaders to employ the leader-

ship techniques listed below and for soldiers in platoon headquarters

to require squad leaders to employ these techniques. Squad leaders "d .1
soldiers in platoon headquarters, on the other hand, should be made

aware of the rank and file's relative indifference towards the employ-

ment of these techniques.

When on the MIR-

checks to see that his orders are promptly and properly
carried out.1 8

supervises his men.

criticizes his men in private.

does not let his men talk-back to him.

makes the best man in the squad his assistant.

makes sure that his men do not abandon or discard their
clothing or equipment. 19

makes sure that his mp keep their clothing and equipment
in good condition.

1 8See AFPENDIX A for attitudes towards this behaviox when on patrol.
1 9 Seo ?IppPDP! C for attitias towards this behavior when on patrol.
?(See APPiIDIX G for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
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makes sure that his men keep their living facilities clean,

keeps his own living facilities clean.

makes sure that first aid is given to the sick or inj~ired.

maires sure that his men are careful when handling weapons or
ammunition.

assigns specific men to act as seci.-'ity.

tries to keep in contact with units on his flanks.
urges his men to prepare range cards.

finds out all he can about friendly and enemy units.

When on patrol-

gives his men leeway in carrying out orders.

does not let his men talk-back to him.

makes sure that first aid is given to the sick or injured.

assigns specific men to act as security.

knows the exact location of each man in his squad. 2 1

keeps his men informed as to the patrol's location.

2 1See APP -DIX B for attitudes towards this behavior when on the MLR.
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APPENDIX E

Leadership Techniiques Which Soldiers In The Platoon Headquarters Consider

To Be Distinguishing Marks Of A Good Squad Leader But Which Are Not So

Identified By Squad Leaders And Soldiers In The Squad:

A few of the leadership techniques used in this study have been

identified as the distinguishing mark of a good squad leader by superiors

but have not been so identified by squad leaders or subordinates.

Soldiers in the squads and squad leaders should be made aware of the fact

that the combat situation may make it necessary for soldiers in platoon

headquarters to require squad leaders to employ the leadership techniques

listed below. Soldiers in platoon headquarters, on the other band,

should te made aware of squad leaders' and their men's relative indiffer-

ence towards the employment of these teckniques.

When on the MR-

pays close attention to "8 balls".

does not publicly criticize his superiore.
22

helps his men with their personal problems.

tries to keep his men sober.

keeps his men occupied-even on unimportant tasks.

cautionu his men to purify queetionable water.23

uses different return routes when returning from patrol when
possible.

22.
22Reported by all soldiers to be as true of poor as of good squad

leaders when on patrol.
2 3See AFP.ITDIX C for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
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cautions his men to do nothing that will reveal their position
to the enemy.24

24. n ArP ,;NDIX A for attitudes towards this behavior when on patrol.
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AFPJ.DIX F

Leadership Techniques Which Suad Leaders Consider To Be The Dis-

tinmuishin, Marks Of A Good Squad Leader But Which Are Not So Identified

By Soldiers In The Squad Or Soldiers In The Platoon Headquarters:

In a few instances behaviors identified as the distinruishing marks

of a. good squad leader by squad leaders have not been so identified by

subordinates or superiors. Since these behaviors are of relatively less

concern to subordinates and superiors, they do not warrant emphasis in

a leader training program.

When on the MLR-

spends his spare time equally with all of his men.
does not spend his free time primarily with other NCOs.

ii fair when apportioning food and water rations.

learns all he can about the new men.

makes sure that garbage and refune are properly disposed of.

WIlen on patrol-

gives his men rest bveaks whenever possible.

cautions his men not to consume native food or liquor.2 5

2 5See APPHNDIX C for attitudes towards tbis behavi r when on the MLR.
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APP DIX G

Leadership Techniques Which Soldiers In The Squad And Soldiers In The

Platoon Readquarters Consider To Be The Dis tinguishing Marks Of A Good

Sgad Leader B3t Which Are Not So Identified By Sguad Leaders:

Many of the leadership techniques used in this study have been

identified as the distinguishing marks of a good squad leader by sub-

ordinates and superiors, but have not been so identified by squad

leaders. Squad leaders should be made aware of the fact that, in com-

bat, soldiers in the squads and in platoon headquarters expect squad

leaders to employ the leadersnip techniques listed below. Soldiers in

the squads and in platoon headquarters, on the other hand, should be

made aware that the combat situation may make it difficult for the squad

leader to employ the leadership techniques listed below.

When on the MLR-

does not whine or gripe when receiving orders.

mingles with people-does not stay off by himself.

is fair when aprortioning clothint and equipment rations.

has a friendly word and smile for his men.
shares his liquor and cigarettes with his men.

makes sure that all key positions are kept covered.

passes information along to his superiors.

moves from position to position checking on his men.

When on patrol-

compliments his men when they do well and chews them out when
the.v Upooly. 2 6  !

26See APPenDIX C for attitudes towards this behavior when on the IMRo.
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acts upon good supestions offered by subordinates.27

questions unreasonable orders.
28

does not whine or gripe when receiving orders.

has a friendly word and smile for his men.

does his best to bring sick and wounded back.

makes sure that his men do not abandon or di3card their cloth-
ing or equipment.29

makes sure that his men keep their clothing and equipment in
good condition.3 0

checks on his men's physical condition.3 1

passes information along to his superiors.

pays particularly close attention to likely bug-outs".

!H

2 7See AFF-IDIX C for dttitiides towards tiAs behavior when on the MLR.
2 8 See APPZDIX C for attitudes towqrds this behavior when on the IALR.
29See AFPPNDIX D for attitudes towards this behavior when on the MLR.
)'-See A1F&V.UIX 1) for attixudem Low ud6 this lazavior .... c. . on te
31 See APFMIEDIX B for attitudes towards this behavior when on the MLI.
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